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PARTICIPANTS 
 

* lecturers 

 

ARCHE Alfredo*, Departamento de Estratigrafía, Facultad de Geología, Universidad 

Complutense, C/Antonio Nováis, 2, 28040 Madrid, España; aarche@geo.ucm.es 

BETHOUX Olivier*, Paleoentomology, State Natural History Collections of Dresden, 

Museum of Zoology, Kônigsbrûcker Landstrasse 159, D-01109 Dresden, Germany; 

obethoux@yahoo.fr 

BONIN Bernard, Laboratoire IDES, UMR 8148, Cnrs-Ups, Departement des sciences 

de la Terre, Bat.504, Université de paris sud F-91405-Orsay cedex, bernard.bonin@u-

psud.fr 

BOURILLOT Raphaël, Biogéosciences, 6 Bd Gabriel 21000 Dijon; 

raphael.bourillot@u-bourgogne.fr 

BRIGAUD Benjamin, laboratoire Biogéosciences, Université de Bourgogne, CNRS; 

6 bd Gabriel, 21000 Dijon; benjamin.brigaud@u-bourgogne.fr 

CASSINIS Giuseppe*, Stratigraphy, Scienze della Terra, Universita di Pavia, Via 

Ferrata 1, 27100-Pavia. cassinis@unipv.it 

CHABARD Dominique, Museum d'Histoire Naturelle d'Autun. 

CHATEAUNEUF Jean Jacques*, Palynology, secrétairy AGPT, 8 quai du Châtelet, 

45000-Orléans. chateauboy@wanadoo.fr; CHATEAUNEUF COLETTE, 8 QUAI DU CHATELET, 

45000-Orléans 

CHAMPEAUX (de) Philippe, rue St Antoine, Autun (71400) 

CHANTEPIE Guy, Le Bois du Rien, 19190 Beynat 

CONTI Maria Alessandra*, Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra, Università 

"Sapienza", Piazzale Aldo Moro, 5 - 00185 Roma (Italy); e-mail: sandra.conti@uniroma1.it 

COUREL Louis, Stratigraphy, sedimentology, Université de Bourgogne, Centre des 

Sciences de la Terre, 6 boulevard Gabriel, 21000 Dijon  

DIEZ FERRER José Bienvenido*, Palaeobotany, Departamento Geociencias Marinas y 

Ordenación del Territorio, Universidad de Vigo, Campus Lagoas-Marcosende, 36200 Vigo 

(Pontevreda), Spain; jbdiez@uvigo.es 

DAMOTTE BERNARD, Geophysics, trésorier AGPT, 49 Boulevard des coteaux, 92500-

Rueil-Malmaison. brdamotte@wanadoo.fr 

DAMOTTE Renée, palaeontology, ostracods, 49 Boulevard des coteaux, 92500- Rueil 

– Malmaison . brdamotte@wanadoo.fr 

DEMATHIEU Georges, Palichnology, Stratigraphy, Université de Bourgogne, 

Biogéosciences, AGPT, 6 Boulevard Gabriel, 21000-Dijon; georgesr.demathieu@club-

internet. fr et DEMATHIEU Germaine, Palichnology, 70 Avenue Galois, 92340- Bourg-La-

Reine (France) sont représentés par leur fils et Mme: 

DEMATHIEU Pierre et DEMATHIEU Françoise, Boulevard Evarist Gallois, 92340 

Bourg-la-Reine. 

DEROIN Jean-paul*, EGID Bordeaux 3, Tectonics, 1 Allée F. Daguin, 33607-Pessac 

cedex. deroin@egid.u-bordeaux.fr 

DURAND Marc*, 47 rue de lavaux, sedimentology, 54520- Laxou. 

mada.durand@wanadoo.fr 

DURAND Danielle, 47 rue de lavaux, sedimentology, 54520 - Laxou. mada. Durand @ 

wanadoo. fr 

FALCONNET Jocelyn*, Paléobiodiversité, UMR 5143, Département Histoire de la 

Terre (CP 38), 57, rue Cuvier 75005 Paris, France; j.falconnet@gmail.com  
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GALTIER Jean*, Palaeobotany, UMR AMAP, CIRAD TA A-51/PS2, Boulevard de 

la Lironde, 34398 Montpellier cedex 05. jean.galtier@cirad.fr 

GAND Georges*, Palichnology, Stratigraphy, Université de Bourgogne, 

Biogéosciences, AGPT, 6 Boulevard Gabriel, 21000-Dijon; georges.gand@wanadoo.fr 

GARRIC Jacques*, Geology, 16 Rue des Azalées, 34070, Montpellier (France) 

GERMAIN Damien*. Muséum national d'Histoire naturelle, Paris 

JIQUEL Suzanne*, Geology, Laboratoire de Paléontologie, Université de Montpellier 

II, Place E. Bataillon, Montpellier 34000;  

HALLALOUCHE Djamel, Cité 225, Quartier El Wiam, 44225 Miliana, hallalouche-

djamel@yahoo.fr 

HALLALOUCHE Madame et mademoiselle, Cité 225, Quartier El Wiam, 44225 

Miliana 

HERVET Sophie*, palaeontology, Association Rhinopolis, 4 rue de Boislambert, 

03800 Gannat; paleotortoche@yahoo.fr, rhinopolis@wanadoo.fr 

HAFID Saber, Sciences Faculty, Geology Department, hafidsaber@yahoo.fr 

LÓPEZ-GÓMEZ José*, Departamento de Estratigrafía, Facultad de Geología, 

Universidad Complutense, C/Antonio Nováis, 2, 28040 Madrid, España; 

jlopez@geo.ucm.es 

MAQUIGNON Yann*, Résidence Sunvalley, Apt C207, 400 av. des Moulins, 34080 

Montpellier; yann-maquignon@hotmail.com 

MARTEAU Pascal*, Sratigraphy, Bureau de Recherches géologiques et Minières, 

Orléans-la Source; p.marteau@brgm.fr 

MARTEAU Chantal, 26 rue Pataudière, 45150 - Jargeau 

MONIER Claude Mme, 1 allée Fléchier, 13400-Aubagne ; claude. Monier @ ac.aix-

marseille.fr 

NICOSIA Umberto*, Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra, Università "Sapienza", 

Piazzale Aldo Moro, 5 - 00185 Roma (Italy); e-mail: umberto.nicosia@uniroma1.it 

NOUR-EDDINE Jalil*, Palaeontology, Cadi Ayyad University, Faculty of Sciences 

Semlalaia, Department of Earth Sciences, Vertebrate Evolution and Palaeoenvironment, Bd 

My Abdallah, Maroc; njalil@ucam.ac.ma 

ORSZAG-SPERBER Fabienne, Université de Paris Sud, Orszag@geol.u-psud.fr 

PASSAQUI Jean-Philippe*, Patrimoine industriel, Museum d'Histoire Naturelle 

d'Autun, jpeduen@hotmail.com,  

PERROTI Cesare*, Scienze della Terra, Stratigraphy, Universita di Pavia, Via Ferrata 

1, 27100-Pavia. cperotti@unipv.it 

POUILLON Jean-Marc*, palaeontology, Association Rhinopolis, 4 rue de 

Boislambert, 03800 Gannat. 

RONCHI Ausonio*, Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra, Università di Pavia - Via 

Ferrata 1, 27100, ausonio.ronchi@manhattan.unipv.it 

SANCHEZ Sophie*, Paléobiodiversité, UMR 5143, Département Histoire de la Terre 

(CP 38), 57, rue Cuvier 75005 Paris, France & UMR 7179, Département Ecologie et 

Gestion de la Biodiversité (CP 55), 55 rue Buffon, 75005 Paris, France. sanchez@mnhn.fr. 

SANTI, Giuseppe*, Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra, Via Ferrata 1, I-27100 Pavia 

(Italy); gsanti@unipv.it 

SCHNEIDER Jörg*, TU Bergakademie Feiberg, Stratigraphy, Plaeontology, Inst. 

Geology, B. von Cotta Str.2, D09596 Germany. schneidj@geo.tu-freiberg.de 

ŠTAMBERG Stanislav*, Muzeum of Eastern Bohemia, Elišcino nábřeži 465, 500 01, 

Hradec Kralové, Czech Republic; s.stamberg@muzeumhk.czs 

STEYER J. Sebastien*, Palaeontology, vertebrates, Museum National d‟Histoire 

Naturelle Paris, 8 rue Buffon 75005-Paris. steyer@mnhn.fr 
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THERY Jean-Michel*, Palaeontology, 9 Jardin Gabrieli, 37000, Tours (France). 

jm.thery@club-internet.fr;  

THERY Françoise, 9 Jardin Gabrieli, 37000, Tours (France). 

TRICHET Jean, Université d‟Orléans, Laboratoire de Géologie, BP6759, 45067-

Orléans cedex. (France); jean.trichet@univ-orleans.fr 

VALENTINI Maria*, Dottorato in Scienze della Terra, Dipartimento di Scienze della 

Terra, Università "Sapienza", Piazzale Aldo Moro, 5 - 00185 Roma (Italy); e-mail: 

mara.valentini@uniroma1.it. 

VOZÁROVA Anna, Comenius University, Faculty of Natural Sciences, Mlynska dolina 

Pav. G 842 15 Bratislava, Slovak Republik; vozarova@fns.uniba.sk 

VOZÁR Jozef, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Geological Institute, Dubravská cesta 9, 

84005 Bratislava, Slovak Republik; Josef.Vozar@savba.sk 

WERNEBURG Ralf*, Palaeontology, Stratigraphy, Naturhistorisches Museum, Schloss 

Bertholdsburg, Burgstr.6, D-98553 Schleusingen. museum.schleusingen @ gmx. de 
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CONTINENTAL EARLY PERMIAN (CISURALIAN) 

PALEOENVIRONMENTS: 

PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL COMPONENTS 

 

European symposium co-organized by Geologists Association of Permian and 

Triassic (AGPT) and Autun Museum of Natural History (Burgundy, France). 

On July 2rd to 4rd 2007 in Autun, Saône & Loire, Burgundy, France. 

 

Symposium européen co-organisé par l'Association des Géologues du Permien et 

du Trias (AGPT) et par le Muséum d'Histoire Naturelle d'Autun (Bourgogne, 

France). 

Du 2 au 4 juillet 2007 à Autun, Saône et Loire, France 
 

 

Program 
 

Monday, 2 july: Field trip in Autun basin 
 

* 8:30 am to 5:30 pm: Field trip in Epinac/Autun basin. Appointment at: 8:00 pm 

on the Champ de Mars Place in front of the Town Hall .The picnic will be provided on 

the field about noon. (n° 16 on the map) 

* 6 pm to 10 pm: visit and/or workshop on the Autun Museum paleontological 

collections from Autun and others basin; petrography and stratigraphy from cores.  

Appointment at 6:00 pm in the Museum backyard, Impasse Rollet (n°10 on the 

map) 

 

Tuesday, 3 july: Symposium 
 

* 08: 30 am: appointment at Autun Town Hall on the Champ de Mars Place in the 

great reception room at (n° 16 on the map) 

* 08: 30 to 09: 30 am; symposium registration 

* 09: 40 am to 06: 00 pm: oral presentation sessions; each lecture will be limited to 

20 mn plus 5 mn for a short discussion. 

* 09: 30 to 09: 40 am: welcome addresses to participants by Agpt organizers 

* from 12:00: welcome address to participants by the major of Autun and lunch 

time 

 

* 09: 40 am. 12:00. First session: Structural Geology, Sedimentology, 

Paleoenvironments; C = lecture, P = poster. 

 

Convener : Pr. SCHNEIDER. 

* 9: 40 to 10: 00. DURAND Marc: Cisuralian global stratigraphy (C) 

* 10: 00 to 10: 20. DEROIN Jean-Paul: Early Permian (Cisuralian): Tectonics and 

Geodynamics (C) 

* 10: 25 to 10: 50. ARCHE Alfredo & LÓPEZ-GÓMEZ José: The Early Permian 

basins of Spain: An outline of their biostratigraphic, sedimentologic and structural 

characteristics (C). 
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* 10: 50 to 11: 10: Coffe break 
 

* 11: 10 to 11: 35. HALLALOUCHE Djamel: Etude sédimentologique du Permo-

Trias du Djebel doui (Algérie) : Impact géodynamique global (C) 

* 11: 35 to 12:00. CASSINIS, Giuseppe., PEROTTI Cesare, G & RONCHI Ausonio, 

A: The "Autunian": Its stratigraphic and tectonic significance in Italian Geology (C). 

 

* 12: 00-02: 15 pm: welcome address by the major of Autun and lunch time. 

 

* 02:15 pm. First session following 

 

Convener: Pr. ARCHE 

* 02: 15 to 02: 40 pm. GARRIC Jacques: Relations structurales et sédimentologiques 

entre le Stéphanien de Graissessac et le Permien inférieur (Autunien) du bassin de Lodève 

(P). 

* 02: 40 to 03: 00 pm. GARRIC Jacques: La formation de Tuilières-Loiras 

autunienne du bassin de Lodève: sédimentologie et interprétation paléoenvironnementale 

(P). 
* 03: 00 to 03: 30 pm. CHÂTEAUNEUF, Jean-Jacques, MARTEAU, Pascal. & 

PASSAQUI, Jean-Philippe : Autun bituminous shales: geology, reserves, qualities and 

exploitation history. 

* 03: 30 to 03: 55 pm. MARTEAU Pascal: Présentation de la carte Géologique de 

Toulon sur Arroux à 1/50000
ème

 éditée par le Service géologique national (BRGM). 

 

* 03: 55 to 04: 15 pm. Coffe break 

 

Second session: Palaeobiodiversity 

Convener : Pr. LÓPEZ-GÓMEZ. 

 

* 04: 15 to 04: 40 pm: HERVET, Sophie, STEYER, Jean-Sébastien & POUILLON, 

Jean-Marc: Palaeontology of the Lower Permian locality of Buxières-les-Mines (Allier, 

France): an overview (C). 

* 04: 40 to 05: 10 pm. STEYER, J-Sébastien, SIDOR, Christian A., DAMIANI, 

Ross, Marc BOULAY &
 
LORRAIN Sylvia: 3D reconstructions of fossil amphibian skulls 

(C). 
* 05: 10 to 05: 35 pm. WERNEBURG, Ralf & STEYER, Jean-Sébastien: 

"Actinodon: the most typical amphibian from the Autun basin (C). 

* 05: 35 to 06: 00 pm. FALCONNET, J. & STEYER, Jean-Sébastien: Revision, 

osteology and locomotion of Aphelosaurus, an enigmatic reptile from the Lower Permian 

of France (P) 

* 6: 00 to 06: 20 pm. JIQUEL Suzanne & MAQUIGNON Yann: Fouilles 

paléontologiques dans le Permien de Lodève menées par des équipes françaises et 

allemandes (Gand: CNRS et Univ. de Bourgogne, Vianey-Liaud and Jiquel: CNRS, Univ. 

de Montpellier, Steyer: CNRS, Muséum national d'HN de Paris, Werneburg: Museum of 

Schleusingen, Schneider of Freiberg University) (P). 

 

 

Annual meeting of AGPT members: 06:30 pm  

 

Gala diner: 08:00 pm Restaurant Le Chateaubriant, 14 rue Jeannin 
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(n°20 on the map) 

 

 

Wednesday 4 july: symposium 
 

Second session: Palaeobiodiversity following from 08: 45 am to 03:00 pm 

 

Convener : Pr. CASSINIS. 

* 08: 45 to 09: 10 am. SANCHEZ Sophie: Palaeohistology of the Lower Permian 

Tetrapods: Palaeoecological and Palaeobiological implications (P). 

* 09: 10 to 09: 35 am. SANTI Giuseppe: Modern view of the Lower Permian 

Palaeoichnology of the South Alpine (Northern Italy) as testified by the ichnocoenoses of 

the Collio Formation in the Orobic basin (Lombardy) (C). 

* 09: 35 to 09: 10: 00 am. GAND Georges: The lower Permian footprints of France: 

palaeontology and stratigraphical implications (C). 

* 10: 00 to 10: 20 am. VALENTINI Maria, NICOSIA Umberto & CONTI Maria 

Alessandra: large sized Permian footprints: ichnosystematics and biochronology (C). 

 

Coffe break: 10: 25 am to 10: 45 am 

 

* 10: 45 to 11: 10 am. GERMAIN Damien: A new aistopod from the Massif Central 

of France and lifestyle of aistopods (C). 

* 11: 10 to 11: 35 am. ŠTAMBERG Stanislas: Actinopterygians from Buxieres-les-

Mines and their relationships to the fauna of Permo-Carboniferous basins of Bohemian 

Massif (C). 

* 11: 35 to 12:00 am. DIEZ, José B, BROUTIN, Jean
 
& MARTINEZ-GARCÍA 

Enrique: palynological data of Sotres Formation, Asturias (Spain) (C). 

* 12: 00 to 12: 25 am GALTIER Jean & RONCHI Ausonio: The Autunian silicified 

floras from Autun Basin and Perdasdefogu (Sardinia) (P) 

 

* 12: 30 to 2: 00 pm: lunch time 

 

Second session following: Palaeobiodiversity following from 2: 00 to 02: 50 pm 

Convener : Dr GAND. 

 

* 02: 00 to 02: 25 pm. THERY, Jean-Michel: Approche paléobotanique et 

palynologique d'une séquence Kazanien/Sakmarien/Assélien au SW du Gondwana (P). 

* 02: 25 to 02: 50. SCHNEIDER, Jôrg., GAND Georges, G., BETHOUX, O. & 

WERNEBURG, R: Insect biochronology of classical French and German Late 

Carboniferous/Early Permian sequences – links to the Global Standard Profiles (C). 

 

Third session: workshop on continental Permian Formations datings from 03:00 to 

05:00 
IN ORDER TO FACILITATE THE DISCUSSIONS, PLEASE TAKE WITH YOU ANY PALAEONTOLOGICAL 

SCALE OR DOCUMENT YOU HAVE PUBLISHED ON THE TOPIC 

 

Convener : Dr. GALTIER Jean 

 

* Topics to debate 

During nearly one century, the continental Permian was subdivided in three stages: 
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Autunian, Saxonian and Thuringian. The first and the third are rich in fossils and 

differentiated by their palaeontological content instead of the second is generally poor or 

very poor. 

In spite of the fact that these paleontological charts facilitate the correlations 

between intra-continental basins, the difficulty to generally define precise limits between 

these continental stages (above all between Autunian and Saxonian) had for consequence 

their were abandoned or neglected on behalf of marine stages which are the only ones 

admitted by the IUGS. 

But how to use them to date the continental formations which don't contain marine 

fossils? The difficulty is sometimes more or less solved when marine deposits are 

interbedded with continental sediments as it is the case in Italy and in USA. Thus, marine 

fossils allow to date these formations and their fossiliferous contents. But except these 

favourable  context, it is generally impossible to use marine global scale. 

Today the best way to date continental series seems to be radio-isotopes analyses but 

it is necessary to choose carefully the minerals and the right radio-isotope method in order 

to avoid erroneous ages as those proposed for the Lodève basin where Lower Permian ash 

tuffs were successively dated from Anisian, Aalenian, Norian and Olenekian referring to 

the 1985 global scale whose last marine stages duration have notably changed since this 

date. 

 

* Discussion / Proposition 

- The Autunian of Autun: will it remain a reference for the Early Permian Continental 

deposits in Europe ? (L'Autunien d'Autun reste-t-il une référence pour les dépôts 

continentaux du Permien inférieur d'Europe. Apport des données paléobotaniques) by 

BROUTIN Jean, CHATEAUNEUF, Jean-Jacques, GALTIER Jean & RONCHI Ausonio 

(see abstract) 

- Towards a European lithostratigraphic scheme for the Late Palaeozoic continental 

deposits – a discussion by Schneider Jôrg & Gand Georges (see abstract) 

 

* Some references of Palaeontological scales 
CASSINIS, G., NICOSIA, U., LOZOVSKY, V. R., GUBIN, Y. M. 2002. A view on the Permian 

continental stratigraphy of the Southern Alps, Italy, and general correlation with the Permian of Russia. 

Permophiles Issue, 40: 4-16 

GAND, G. & DURAND, M. 2006. Tetrapod footprint ichno-associations from French Permian basins. 

Comparisons with the Euramerican ichnofaunas. In LUCAS, S. G., CASSINIS, G. & SCHNEIDER, J. W. 

(eds), Non-Marine Permian Biostratigraphy and Biochronology, Geological Society, London, Special 

Publications, 265, 157-177. 

LUCAS, S. G. 2002. North American Permian tetrapod footprints biostratigraphy. Permophiles, 40, 4-

16. 

LUCAS, S. G. 2002. Global Permian tetrapod footprints biostratigraphy and biochronology. 

Permophiles, 42, 11-13 

LUCAS, S.G. 2003. Triassic tetrapod footprint biostratigraphy and biochronology. Albertiana, 28: 75-

83. 

SCHNEIDER, J. W. 1996. Xenacanth teeth-a key for taxonomy and biostratigraphy. Modern Geology, 

20, 321-340; Amsterdam. 

SCHNEIDER, J., WERNEBURG,  R., LUCAS, S. G., BETHOUX, O. & HMICH, D. 2003. Insect 

biochronozones - a-powerful tool in the biostratigraphy of the Pennsylvanian and the Permian. Permophiles 

Issue, 42, 11-13 

WERNEBURG,.R. 1996. Temnospondyle Amphibien aus dem Karbon Mitteldeutschlands. 

Veröffentlichungen naturhistorisches museum Museum Schleusingen,.11, 23-64. 

WERNEBURG, R & SCHNEIDER, J-W. 2006. Amphibian biostratigraphy of the European Permo-

Carboniferous. In  LUCAS, S. G., CASSINIS, G. & SCHNEIDER, J. W. (eds) 2006. Non-Marine Permian 

Biostratigraphy and Biochronology. Geological Society, London, Special Publications, 265, 201–215. 
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EARLY PERMIAN (CISURALIAN) TECTONICS AND GEODYNAMICS 

 
DEROIN Jean-Paul 

 
Université de Marne-la-Vallée, EA 2455, IFSA (Institut Francilien des Sciences Appliquées)  

5 boulevard Descartes, Cité Descartes, Champs sur Marne  

77454 Marne-la-Vallée cedex 2, France 

 

jean-paul.deroin@univ-mlv.fr 

 

At the end of the Early Permian (Cisuralian), there was a worldwide culmination of 

the orogenic deformations for the Phanerozoic, the Variscan orogeny sensu lato. This 

tectonic pulsation also named the Mid-Permian Episode (MPE) was characterised by 

specific tectonic, magmatic, thermal, and basinal features. The large-scale strike-slip 

regime evolved from dextral shear in the Late Carboniferous and the Early Permian to 

sinistral in the mid and Late Permian.  Magmatism changed abruptly at about 275 Ma from 

high-K calc-alkaline geochemistry during the Late Carboniferous and the Early Permian to 

markedly alkaline compositions later on. Metamorphism and high heat flow took place 

notably along the shear zones. Associated metallogeny is original. An unconformity 

induced by the so-called Saalian event can be observed in places. 

From the Visean (Early Carboniferous) onward, mantle-derived activity indicated 

lithosphere thinning and post-orogenic crustal extension. The European segment or 

Hercynian belt was formed by the collision of Gondwana and Laurasia. This simple sketch 

is complicated by the subduction of the north-western Palaeotethys along an active margin. 

During the Permian, the Scythian belt was formed, Laurasia-Kazakhstan collision produced 

the Uralian belt, whereas Kazakhstan and Eastern Siberia led to the Central Asian belt, also 

named Altaids or Mongolian belt. These events culminated during the Middle Permian. 

Some tectonic movements occurred also during the Late Permian, particularly in eastern 

Eurasia. In the Alleghanian orogeny, the major tectonic activity occurred first in the Early 

Carboniferous (Mississipian) with the closure of the eastern Rheic ocean due to the 

collision of Gondwana and part of North America and, second, between the Late 

Carboniferous (Pennsylvanian) and the Early Permian, more precisely the Late Sakmarian, 

with the collision of South America and southern North America, forming the Ouachitas. 

The Gondwanan segment or „Mauritanides‟ is less known and time-constrained. One other 

problem is the place of North Gondwana (current Africa) and the transition from the 

Alleghanides to the Eurasian Variscides. Indeed, in northern Africa the chronology of the 

Late Palaeozoic tectonics is not well established such as in the Moroccan Meseta and also 

in the Anti-Atlas where there is a lack of Late Carboniferous and Permian deposits. The 

large Appalachian-Variscan-Uralian-Mongolian belt was probably not continuous. This 

belt played a major role for the climate and comprised some other dependencies such as the 

Ouachitas, Mauritanides, Moroccan Meseta, Scythian belt, and Altaids. 

Laurasia and Gondwana became welded together to constitute the Pangaea rimmed 

by the Panthalassic ocean. The opening of the Neotethys initiated also during the Early 

Permian, characterised by the drift of the Cimmerian blocks from the Gondwana toward the 

northern margin of the Palaeotethys. A consensus exists regarding the presence of a mainly 

Palaeozoic ocean North of the Cimmerian continent, the Palaeotethys, a younger late 
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Palaeozoic-Mesozoic ocean located South of this continent, the Neotethys, and finally a 

middle Jurassic ocean, the Alpine Tethys, an extension of the central Atlantic ocean in the 

western Tethyan regions. Additional Late Palaeozoic to Mesozoic oceans complicate 

somewhat this relatively simple picture. Therefore, there are still some confusions about 

what Tethys existed at what time.  

The classical Pangaea A is consistent with field data and also with the supposed plate 

arrangement of the Jurassic prior to the onset of the Atlantic ocean. Palaeomagnetic 

measures have led to the Pangaea B hypothesis, Gondwana landmass being in an about 

3000 km more eastward position with respect to Laurasia. From the geodynamic point of 

view, a large westward displacement of Gondwana could be explained by the dextral 

strike-slip regime during the Late Palaeozoic. As an illustration for France, this large-scale 

dextral shearing brought together, from the one hand the Ligerian (French Massif Central) 

and Aquitaine terranes and, from the other hand the Armorican (Brittany) terrane. During 

post-Early Permian to Triassic this movement is more difficult to advocate. In the Variscan 

belt of Western Europe, for example, the dominant strike-slip régime along west-east faults 

is mainly sinistral and the strike-slip is probably slower than during the previous period. 

This movement appears later, during the Triassic, in the Russian platform. However, the 

problem of relating the movement along the Palaeotethyan major shear zone (active 

margin) and the deformations along the other shear zones has already been addressed. It 

remains difficult to consider a 3000 km-displacement during the Late Carboniferous-

Permian? having no other field marker than palaeomagnetism. As a contribution to solve 

that problem, Muttoni et al. recently proposed an alternative evolution from an Early 

Permian Pangaea B to a Late Permian Pangaea A. 
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THE EARLY PERMIAN BASINS OF SPAIN: AN OUTLINE OF THEIR 

BIOSTRATIGRAPHIC, SEDIMENTOLOGIC AND STRUCTURAL 

CHARACTERISTICS. 
 

ARCHE ALFREDO & LÓPEZ-GÓMEZ JOSÉ 

 

Instituto de Geología Económica, CSIC-UCM. Facultad de Geología, Universidad 

Complutense, Madrid 28040, Spain. 

 

During the Early Permian, a series of small, isolated continental basins  of kilometric 

scale were created at tour locations in Spain: the Asturias-Cantabria domain, the Pyrenean 

domain, the Central Iberian domain and the Southern Iberian Massif domain. Basins were 

created under extensional/transtensional stress field after the Hercynian orogeny, coeval 

with the lithospheric collapse of the Hercynian mountain Belt and caused probably by 

temperature increase in the mantle underneath the Pangean Supercontinent and anomalous 

convection at the base of the lithosphere. The basins have a half graben geometry and were 

infilled by continental alluvial and lacustrine sediments, sometimes interbedded with 

volcanic and/or volcanoclastic rocks at the base. 

Asturias-Cantabria Domain: The Early Permian rocks crop out in several isolated 

basins from W. Asturias to SW Santander. The general succession consist of a lower 

member of conglomerates, limestones grey siltstones and volcanic rocks conformably 

overlain by an upper member with  red sandstones and siltstones devoid of volcanic rocks. 

Macroflora assemblages found in the lower member contain, among many others, 

Callipteris conferta, Walchia piniformis and Pecopteris plunknetii and microfloras found in 

similar levels in the Picos de Europa area (S. Santander province) consist of 

Potonieisporites novices, Vittatina costabilis, Lueckisporites virkkiae and Haniapollenites 

bullaeformis. These floras, of euroamerican affinities, indicate an Autunian (Late 

Autunian?) age. (Martínez-García, 1983, 1991; Díez et al., 2006). 

Pyrenean Domain: The thickest and more complex deposits of this age in Spain are 

found in this domain. Isolated half graben basins contain a standard succession, from base 

to top of grey conglomerates, sandstones, coal measures and volcanic rocks (Grey unit, 

Gisbert, 1984), with rich macroflora assemblage containing among many others Mixoneura 

ovata, Linopteris brongniarti and Alethopteris gandini usually considered of Stephanian B-

C age (Lucas and Gisbert, 1995), but the intercalated volcanic rocks have   

Been dated as 278±2.5 M.a. (Briqueu and Innocent, 1993), that is a Early Permian 

(Sakmarian) age. This apparent anomaly is found elsewere in Spain. The middle part 

(Transition Unit, Gisbert, 1984) consists mainly of volcanic/volcanoclastic roks and 

contain macroflora assemblages with Walchia germanica, Lebachia piniformis and 

Alethopteris gandini among others, usually dated as close to the Carboniferous/Permian 

boundary, but the volcanic rocks have been dated as 273±2.5 M.a.(Briqueu and Innocent, 

1993), that is, again an Early Permian (Sakmarian) age. The unconformable upper part 

(Lower Red Unit, Gisbert, 1984) consists of red siltstones and sandstones and intercalated 

volcanic horizons. It containg macroflora assemblages with Odontopteris dufrenoi, 

Lebachia piniformis and Walchia sp. (Lucas and Gisbert, 1995). Volcanic activity 

continued in this domain during the Middle Permian, an exception in Spain. 

Central Iberian Domain: Subdivided nowadays in two parts: the Aragonian Branch 

to the NE and the Castilian Branch to the SW, the Early Permian outcrop in both areas 
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show different characteristics. In the Aragonian Branch, sedimentary basins and volcanic 

outcrops are found from its NW corner (Zaragoza province) to the SE corner in the 

Mediterranean coastline (Castellón province). The NW basins contain macroflora 

assemblages including Callipteris conferta, Lebachia piniformis  and Cathaysiopteris 

whitey, of Early Permian (Autunian) age comparable to the A2 macrofloras of the  Autun 

basin and mixed euroamerica- cathaysian affinities (De la Peña et al., 1977; Rey and 

Ramos, 1991; Lago et al., 2004 b). Volcanic rocks have been dated as 293±2.5 M.a. and 

283±2.5 M.a. in two localities (Lago et al., 2004b) that is, an Early Permian (Asselian-

Sakmarian) age. 

The Castilian Branch contains a series of small, isolated half-graben basins from its 

NW corner, close to the Central System (Segovia province) to the SE corner, near the 

Mediterranean coastline (Csatellón province).  The basins in the NW area contain thick 

successions with intercalated volcanic/volcanoclastic rocks and grey siltstones and 

sandstones at the base, with macroflora assemblages containing, amog others, Callipteris 

conferta, C. raimondii and Annularia stellata, microflora assemblages containing among 

others Potonieisporites novices, Vittatina costabilis, Verrucosisporites kaipingiensis and 

Wilsonites vesicatus (Sopeña, 1977; Sopeña et al., 1995), of Early Permian (Autunian) age, 

comparable to the A2 association of Autun basin and mixed euroamerican- cathysian 

affinities. The basal volcanic rocks have been dated as 282±12 M.a. (Hernando et al., 1980) 

that is a Early Permian (Sakmarian) age. They are conformably overlain by red siltstones 

and sandstones including Steria tenella  (Sopeña, 1977). The central and SE parts of the 

Branch contain either volcanoclastic rocks and grey lacustrine sitstones and dolomites 

(Ramos, 1979; Ramos et al., 1979) containing Lebachia piniformis and microflora 

assemblages with Potonieisporites novices, Vittatina costabili, Raistrickia irregularis and 

Gardenasporites delicatus among others, of Early Permian (Autunian) age and European 

affinities, or very thin red breccias undated up to now (López-Gómez and Arche, 1993), 

isolated volcanic outcrops (Castellón province, López-Gómez et al., 2002) or grey 

lacustrine siltstones and sandstones with thick coal measures including a rich macroflora 

assemblage with, among others Linopteris florini, Callipteridium pseudogigas, Pecopteris 

arborescens, Pseudomariopteris cordato-ovata and Dycksonites leptofila  dated as Late 

Carboniferous (Stephanian B-C) by Wagner et al. (1985), but the coexistence of these 

floras with the typical Early Permian (Autunian) ones in many European basins has been 

described by Broutin et al. (1999), so there is an uncertainty about the age of this last 

assemblage. 

Other areas. Early Permian deposits have been identified in the S margin of the 

Iberian Massif, in the Guadalcanal basin (Sevilla provice) (Broutin, 1977, 1982; Broutin 

and Doubinger, 1984). This basin contains volcanic rocks at the base and alternations of 

grey conglomerates, sandstones, siltstones and volcanoclastic rocks. Rich macroflora 

assemblages contain, among others, Ginkgoites sp., Koretrophillites sp., Protoblechnum 

wangii and Lobatannularia sp. and microflora assemblages containing among others 

Leiotriletes directus, Apiculatisporites levis, Sulcatisporites sp. and Verrucosisporites 

sinensis, both of Early Permian (Autunian) age and Angara-Cathaysia affinities. In the 

nearby Rio Viar basin (Wagner and Mayoral, 2007) the basal volcanic roks are overlain by 

intercalated sandstones, sitstones and volcanoclastic levels containing a rich macroflora 

assemblage with, among others, Alethopteris brevis, Dicksonites plucknetii, Sphenopteris 

dechenii, Pecopteris densifolia and several Annularia, of Early Permian (Autunian) age but 

euroamerican affinities.  

From this description are obvious the paleofloristic and stratigraphic problems posed 

by the available information. 
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Volcanic activity. The volcanic rocks of Early Permian age are usually found at the 

base of the infilling of the sedimentary basins and have a calc-alkaline composition (Lago 

et al., 2004a), so they are associated to the earliest phase of extension that followed the 

Hercynian orogeny, when the lithospheric collapse of the mountain belt started (Doblas et 

al., 1994; Arche and López-Gómez, 1996). It is possible that most of the volcanic episodes 

were very short lived. The opening of the basins and the associated volcanism are related to 

the initial phases of break-up of the Pangea Supercontinent caused by the isostatic and 

thermal anomalies in the mantle beneath this special continental configuration. 
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The term "Autunian" has been used in Italy since the beginning of the 20
th

 century. 

Mayer-Eymar (1881) and Bergeron (1889) introduced this term to the stratigraphic 

nomenclature as representing the type-succession of a stage aimed at defining, for the 

exceptional abundance and variety of the palaeoflora and palaeofauna, the Lower Permian 

of the Autun Basin, on the north-eastern edge of the French Massif Central, generally 

represented by lacustrine calcareous and bituminous shales, sandstones and, subordinately, 

conglomerates. The "Autunian" stage, considered as a continental facies of the marine 

Artinskian deposits, was defined by Munier-Chalmas & de Lapparent (1893). Later, the 

term had wide application to the Permian continental successions of France and the Iberian 

peninsula, and was also the subject of references in Germany, Italy and other European 

countries, as well as in some basins of North Africa. However, as is well-known, the 

"Autunian" of Autun lacks the necessary requirements as a stratotype for a geological time-

scale. In particular, the main difficulty is in establishing the lower and upper lithological 

and palaeontological boundaries, because the succession rests directly on the folded middle 

Stephanian of Epinac and is unconformably overlain by the Triassic of Curgy Hill. 

Consequently, due to these stratigraphical relationships, Broutin et al. (1999) have 

emphasised the relationship "Autunian" of Autun, on the basis of the macro- and 

microfloras, to a chronostratigraphical interval spanning from latest Gzhelian to early 

Sakmarian (Broutin et al., 1999; Schneider et al., 2006), compared with the time-scale 

published by Gradstein et al. in 2004.  

Thus, the incomplete development of the "Autunian" succession in its type area 

allows us to interpret the term in a lithostratigraphical sense, rather than with 

chronostratigraphical significance, as it was originally introduced in the geological time-

scale ("stage") and is still conceived by many geologists. In this context, the "Autunian" 

could be generally assigned to those sedimentary deposits rich in macro- and microfloral 

assemblages, and in some basins also accompanied by some ichnofaunas, intervening 

between the Gzhelian p.p. and the Sakmarian p.p. over vast European areas suitable for 

interregional correlations. Careful radiometric datings of the volcanic products frequently 

associated with the fluviolacustrine and fluviopalustrine "Autunian" sediments can also 

play an important role in its chronological assessment. 

However, the common lithostratigraphical significance of the "Autunian", which is 

affected by facies variations from basin to basin, does not exclude that in some continental 

regions (such as France and Spain) it can be interpreted as a chronostratigraphical unit of 

restricted but not negligible value, due to the specific and rich fossiliferous content from 
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the uppermost Carboniferous to an as-yet undefined stage of the Lower Permian, in the 

absence of a substitute parastratotype. 

In Italy, the "Autunian" has recently been used only in Sardinia, where the term is 

common because of the links with southern France and eastern Spain, as displayed by 

marked lithological and palaeontological similarities. For instance, the Permian and 

Triassic continental successions of Nurra, in NW Sardinia, correlate well with those of the 

Toulon Basin in southern Provence (Cassinis et al., 2003), whereas the sequences of the 

central-eastern basins of Sardinia, such as the Seui-Seulo (Barbagia), Perdasdefogu 

(Ogliastra), Escalaplano (Gerrei) and Lake Mulargia (Sarcidano) basins, show greater 

similarities with those of the Catalan Pyrenees.  

Research into the flora and fauna in the above-cited basins shows that the alluvial-to-

lacustrine "Autunian" was locally deposited at different times, from the end-Carboniferous 

(upper Stephanian) to the lower Early Permian, up to the "Assise de Millery" of the Autun 

Basin (Broutin et al., 1996), which marks, along with the underlying "Assise de 

Surmoulin", the upper part of the typical "Autunian" and is related to the lower Sakmarian 

(Broutin et al., 1999; Schneider et al., 2006). At the present day, in Sardinia, post-

“Autunian” ages have not been clearly demonstrated by palaeontological data, and thus the 

persistence of the "Autunian" slightly after a Sakmarian age is merely speculative. Also, 

the vigorous calc-alkaline volcanic activity, as confirmed by the few reliable radiometric 

data, seems not to be younger than the Artinskian and mostly concentrated in the Asselian–

Sakmarian time interval. 

In peninsular Italy, the "Autunian" was only adopted in Tuscany, where it is 

lithologically represented by the San Lorenzo schists in the northeastern Pisan Mts. This 

formation consists essentially of continental grey to black, silty shales, rich in plant fossils 

(see De Stefani, 1901). According to Remy (in Rau & Tongiorgi, 1974), the older layers 

contain a Carboniferous flora, whereas the uppermost part is characterised by the presence 

of Walchia (Lebachia) piniformis and Autunia conferta, both related to an Early Permian 

("Autunian") age. However, the exact chronostratigraphical position of this uppermost unit 

is still uncertain as the overlying Asciano breccias lack fossils and introduce strikingly 

different facies, probably due to a tectonic event. 

In the easternmost Iano area, south of the Arno River, the Upper Carboniferous to 

Permian continental succession is not greatly different from that of the Pisan Mts. The 

basal schists and sandstones are abruptly overlain, without any evidence of "Autunian" 

sediments, by the Torri breccias and conglomerates (identifiable with the Asciano 

breccias). These Torri polygenic clastics are in turn capped by a few "porphyric schists", 

which can be considered as volcaniclastic deposits connected with acidic–intermediate 

igneous activity of presumed Early Permian age. 

In the Alpine setting, the term "Autunian" has never been generally applied to the 

Italian continental succession. Some clastic deposits of the central-eastern Southern Alps, 

pre-Artinskian/Sakmarian in age, are traditionally known as "Basal Conglomerates" or 

more recently defined, in the Adige Valley and towards the east, as the Ponte Gardena 

Conglomerate. Their continental basin facies change laterally and are more comparable to 

the Rotliegend, conceived as a lithostratigraphical unit, rather than to the "Autunian" 

deposits of the Autun Basin in their classical sense. 

From a tectonic point of view, the term “Autunian” could roughly indicate the 

continental deposits infilling the narrow intramontane, strike-slip basins that affected the 

Variscan Orogen during Late Carboniferous to Early Permian times and developed under a 

transtensional geodynamic regime. The sedimentary and volcanic succession of the South-

Alpine Early Permian basins could thus be interpreted as an upper extension of the 
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traditional “Autunian”, unconformably overlain, through a marked stratigraphic gap, by a 

red clastic succession representing a dramatic change of sedimentation and tectonic setting. 

In conclusion, we think that the stratigraphical use of the term "Autunian", according 

to its original significance, should cease when considering the geology of the North 

Apennines and the Southern Alps, due to its insubstantiality and the poor knowledge of its 

presence. Only in Sardinia are good “Autunian” reference sections exposed (e.g. 

Perdasdefogu), allowing us to preserve the use of this unit, mainly for historical purposes, 

in spite of the absence of a stratotype. Moreover, the current radiometric evaluations, 

palaeomagnetic studies and palaeontological refinements will support a better correlation 

with the marine time-scale, and the reconstruction of the Permocarboniferous evolution of 

the Western Mediterranean. 
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Structural and Sedimentologic relations between Stephanian and 
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The Carboniferous Graissessac basin is an asymmetrical synclinal filled with fluvio-

palustrine deposits of the Upper Stephanian period.It was built on the northern schist belt of 

the Espinouse gneiss dome, following a gravity collapse of the Hercynian chain. The 

deposits consist mainly in : 

- the western half,of up to 250m muddy flows, for example the alluvial fan of red 

conglomerates of Croix de Mounis. 

- the eastern half, of fine silicoclastic series with coal layers up to 500m thick. 

The formations graded laterally.from West to East. The coal series slid. down, indeed 

overturned, against the southern border. The southern basin margin is made of successive 

steps falling down to the inside, without any alluvion cone. A major continuous NE-SW 

extension has been proved. 

The post-Stephanian emergence was followed by erosion time when the sandstones 

were planed down and the coal seams were gullied. The Autunian unconformity is obvious, 

emphasized by listric faults in the channels. 

Set back a bit from the outcropping boundary of two basins, a NE-SW faults system, 

named Orb, falls down the east blocks. On the southern border common to two bassins and 

on the both sides of the westernmost fault (sector Aire Raymond) there are several grabens, 

namely: 

-in the NW area and just inside the border, corneways ditches, fitted together and 

filled with Autunian volcano-sedimentary series that is known in the deepest Autunian of 

the eastern Lodève basin. These early deposits were sealed with the conglomerates of the 

Autunian country base that later, slid over the whole Stephanian. Here, this syntectonic 

sedimentation results in a NS extension and so perhaps a WE thrust. 

-in the SE area and outside the border, a grid of steps, falling successively toward NE 

and SE and filled with huge alluvial fans during the 3 stages 

* The Stephanian conglomerates are very like the red conglomerates Croix de 

Mounis; they alternate with few coal-poor sandstones and red silts. 

* The red Autunian conglomerates grade laterally toward NE to a finer grey Autunian 

with cineritic markers, similar to the eastern Lodève basin. But, above the cinerite V, the 

series is replaced with red conglomerates and pelites that forme one body with Saxonian 

basal conglomerate.We don't know if the W-E extension of the faults system Orb was 

contemporary with the N-S extension of the border. 

* For the Saxonian formations, in perfect connection with the fanglomerate dipping to 

NE, we see the red silts and pelites dipping to S-E in the distal areas.of the floodplain. 

A similar grid of two faults systems exists close to the hidden northern border. The 

extension to N-S and W-E- are proved by aid of the cineritic tic markers.Those faults are 

post-liasic. 

The two bassins of Graissessac and Lodève form a single synclinal that grew up 
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within the same tectonic context and under a more and more arid climate. 

 

THE AUTUNIAN TUILIERES-LOIRAS FORMATION OF THE 

LODEVE BASSIN: SEDIMENTOLOGY AND 

PALAEOENVIRONNEMENTAL RESULTS. 
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On the southern slope of the Cambrian Lodève ridge, the paleovalleys were filled with 

conglomerates (Formation 1).The floodplain arrived to the ridge bottom.A lake was built in it from 

time to time, more 50 times during about 5 My.The high waters had drowned the reliefs and 

unrooted the land vegetation.Thus, fluviolacustrine sediments buried the ridge under up to 500rn 

high (Formation 2). 

At the lake shores, where the water was shallow, the marshes and ponds kept many organic 

materials: either floating plant remains (Tuilières beds) or algae and plancton (Maro bed), that are 

at the same stratigraphic level of the basal Autunian. At the first site, a little Araeoscelidian must 

have drifted on a wood-piece and at the second site, Palaeoniscides were trapped perhaps 

asphyxiated. 

More downstream, muds spread down the lake floor, according to the seasons, varves: 

alternatively a clear carbonate siltstone and a dark lutite rich in organic matter.That is why these 

well bedded stones split into thin plates. Hence the name of bituminous shales. After, we named 

bituminous seams these shales sequences for reasons of uranium investigation. Each of them shaws 

a perfect continuity across the basin. Locally, at the deepest lake floor, the environnement was 

euxinic and furthered the sapropel growth. The upper levels were oxygenated and so quite 

livable.But, we have never found a fossil in the downstream shales. 

Furthermore, during the whole Permian, volcanic ashes rained down to the basin.They were 

preserved in the still lake waters. Sometimes, an ash fall took up aIl the sequence, like the cinerite 

III that is black with bitumen in the joints. Sometimes, another ash fall took up only the middle of 

it, like the cinerites V or VII that are white, with many sapropel scraps. Under this particular screen, 

the bitumen rate reached its maximum and the stratification was vanished. 

Generally, the lacustrine periods ended with a succession of emersions and submersions. 

Accorging to the water sheet we find, sometimes: muddy paleogrounds with more and less deep 

mud-cracks upon which ground animals have left tracks, sometimes, paleogrounds where water 

Invertebrates have dug burrows. The organic matter increased again, beneath the the carbonate 

crusts of mud-cracks, with sometimes aIso, ashes addition. Then, the reduction conditions 

prevailed. At that point, the salt waters evaporated and the hot brines got into the sediments. 

Various evaporites precipitated: in the cracks of the muds, magnesian carbonates and chlorides and 

more deep, sulfates, borates etc.., according to the ground water table. After diagenesis, all the 

evaporites were pseudomorphosed into dolomite more rarely into marcasite. Thus, 3carbonated 

series are shown in the lower half of the Formation 2. 

Here, we see the same deposits as in the present lakes of intermontane playas in the Tropics 

with a cold climate: abundante H2S is released, gypsum was reduced by bacterial processes and 

many sulfides are native. 

Indeed, in the bituminous shales, we find lots of sulfur mineraIs such as pyrite, galenite 

etc…The uranium was converted into oxyde: pechblende. 

During diagenesis, the most bitumen amount migrated to the fractures and fault-breccias, 

carring away several metals as the uranium especially (carburane) 

The term of bituminous shales is not justified. Nowadays, the shales only contain a little 

amount of free hydrocarbons. lt remains the kerogene, an insoluble organic matter. Nevertheless the 

seam constituted a good-mother rock for oil. Rare oil occurences were spotted within the basal 
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conglomerat and the geodes of the Cambrian lirnestone. Three petroleum drillings had searched a 

reservoir in the Cambrian without succes. 

 

AUTUN BITUMINOUS SHALES: GEOLOGY, RESERVES, 

QUALITIES AND EXPLOITATION HISTORY 

 
CHATEAUNEUF J. JACQUES, MARTEAU PASCAL AND PASSAQUI JEAN-PHILIPPE 

 

A bitouminous shale is a mudstone rich in organic matter called kerogen, often 

laminated, which can yield after pyrolysis or destructive distillation, large amount of oil 

varying from 40 to 400 l/ton. The shales were deposited in a wide variety of environments 

including freshwater to saline ponds and lakes, epicontinental marine basins and related 

subtidal shelves.  They were also associated with coal-forming peat in limnic and coastal 

swamp depositional environments. Their organic matter is essentially composed of 

Euchlorophyceae and Prasinophyceae algae belonging to the genera Botryococcus and 

Tasmanites. The resting organic matter includes vegetal remains, spores, pollen, fishes and 

Crustaceans debris as well as coproliths and colloids. 

The Autunian pile involves a serie of conglomerate, sandstone and shales which have 

been organized in 4 superposed formations such as Igornay, Muse, Surmoulin and Millery. 

These formations contain 20 bituminous shale seams from the base to the top. They can be 

subdivided in three hectometric sequences of second order as follows: Molloy and Igornay 

member; Lally and Muse member; Surmoulin and boghed member. 

Mining inventory surveys were carried out in the Autun basin by Brgm from 1979 

to1982 in order to determine the BS reserves available between 50 to 200 meters depth, 

outside the zones which have been exploited in the past. The total geological reserves 

available are such estimated at 30 Mt of crude oil, from which 3, 5 Mt of proved shallow 

reserves, against 417 Mt of overburden cover and waste to remove and stock which could 

be only partially valorized. The quality of the Autun oil is good as shales contain an 

average of 50 kg oil/ton for the extensions of open pit mined area at a depth less than 50m 

from the surface. The Autun bituminous shales and boghead can be plotted in a Van 

Krevelen diagram and compared with some others organic rocks. They are clearly located 

in the area of type1 organic matter in the immature zone, at the beginning of the oil 

window. 
The tests of oil extraction in Autun basin were initiated in 1824 and 4 years later the 

industrial pyrolysis started on Igornay site. The first exploration concession was granted in 
1841 and as early as 1865, 21 concessions were active, yielding 6700 tons of oil/year which 
were processed in 624 converters. Then the production was decreasing, until 1957 when the 
last exploitation closed at les Telots. 

The Autun landscape still shows today traces of the long time exploitation of the BS 

and oil production which have not been interrupted from 1830 to 1957.The BS exploitation 

devoted to industrial purpose occured for the first time in Autun basin and not in Scotland 

as it is generally admitted. The utilization and valorization of the shales were manifold and 

followed the progresses of the chemical industry. For exemple, paraffin wax and mineral 

oil have been extracted from the shales and used by the le Creusot Industry. But the main 

utilization of the BS was the production of oil and gas for all-night lights. Amongst the 

shales exploited in the basin, the boghed, a variety of BS, was particularly gas-prone and 

devoted since 1840 to lamp-oil.  

The Telots plant closed definitively in 1957. After this date, the greatest part of the 

mining and industrial plants are dismantled or disused like that of refinery which was 

recovered by an Alsatian Society to collect scrap. 
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The only remnants of the industrial activity are those of les Telots including the upper 

loading unit set up in 1935, as well as two waste tips of 100 meters high and some old 

buildings assigned to workshops or offices.  

WHICH IS THE PLACE OF SHALE OIL IN THE FUTURE ENERGY POLICY? 

The Permian shale-oil in France is evaluated around 45 Mt hydrocarbons, that is 

equivalent to 12 years of French crude oil production but less than 50% of the same French 

consumption of hydrocarbons a year. As we saw above, the world proved recoverable 

reserves are 88.204 millions tons oil (without Chinese and USSR reserves which are 

unknown). The economic balance shows today huge investments and production costs, the 

latter two or tree times higher than those of the crude oil extracted including oil of deep 

reservoir (50 to 60 000 €/b/y for investment and 40 to 60 €/b/y for production) . In the same 

price range others type of energy are competing with shale-oil such as synthetic 

hydrocarbons get by chemical direct way (from the biomass for example) or by gas and 

coal liquefaction. 

As French energy policy is concerned, the National oil shale reserves are not yet an 

economic alternative to the oil price increase or shortage except for a dramatic political 

petrol crisis which could affect the world imports or a significant step ahead of the 

extraction and production technics, able to make drop the shale-oil prices but profiting 

preferably to the countries where the reserves and qualities are the best (USA, Canada, 

Venezuela, USSR and China). 

Moreover, the Nuclear  option selected by the French Energy Policy eliminate the 

feasibility of such poor fuel in the production of gas or steam. 
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PALAEONTOLOGY OF THE LOWER PERMIAN LOCALITY 

OF BUXIÈRES-LES-MINES (ALLIER, FRANCE): AN OVERVIEW. 

 
HERVET, SOPHIE 

1
; STEYER, JEAN-SEBASTIEN 

1,2
 & POUILLON, JEAN-MARC 

1
 

 

 

The French Massif Central preserves numerous Carboniferous and/or Permian basins, 

like the Bourbon-l‟Archambault Basin which is located in its northern part. In the southern 

side of this Bourbon-l‟Archambault Basin, the famous locality of Buxières-les-Mines 

yielded an exquisite “Autunian” fauna and flora. These well preserved fossils come from a 

thick sequence of bituminous claystones (“shales”) which have been extracted together 

with coal levels in an open cast mine. Since a decade, the Rhinopolis Association (Gannat, 

France) is organizing permanent or annual systematical excavations in cooperation with the 

Charbonnages de France and in the framework of an international scientific convention. 

The flora is composed by algae, stromatolites, palynomorphs, and a macroflora 

(Cordaites, Pecopteris, Sphenopteris, Sphenophyllum, …) suggesting a typical late 

Stephanian age. The fauna is composed by ostracods, blattoid insects, sharks (orthacanthid, 

xenacanthid, and hybodontid), acanthodians, paleoniscoid actinopterygians and 

temnospondyl amphibians (large Onchiodon, Cheliderpeton, and dissorophoids), 

suggesting an Asselian (Lower Permian) age. Numerous coprolites are also attributed to 

sharks and/or large amphibians. 

Most of these taxa suggest a typical lacustrine palaeoenvironment but do not reject 

possible marine influences, like it is the case in the Basin of Montceau-les-Mines. The local 

paleoclimate of Buxières-les-Mines is characterized, according to claystone 

microsequences, by relative alternating seasonal changes. As for Euramerican 

paleobiogeography, the faunal composition of Buxières is more related to the German and 

Czech Basins than to the North-American ones.  

 

1: Association Rhinopolis, 4 rue de Boislambert, 03800Gannat, France, 

rhinopolis@wanadoo.fr 

2: Paléobiodiversité, UMR 5143 du CNRS, Département Histoire de la Terre, 

Muséum national d'Histoire naturelle, Case Postale 38, 57 rue Cuvier, 75231 Paris cedex 

05, France, steyer@mnhn.fr 
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3D RECONSTRUCTIONS OF FOSSIL AMPHIBIAN SKULLS 
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1: 

UMR 5143 CNRS, Département Histoire de la Terre, Muséum national d'Histoire naturelle, 

CP 38, 57 rue Cuvier, 75005 Paris, France, steyer@mnhn.fr 
2: 

Department of Biology and Burke Museum of Natural History & Culture, University of 

Washington, Seattle, USA 
3 :

Staatliches Museum für Naturkunde Stuttgart, Germany 
4: 

Hox Studio, Chemin de la Draille, Laroque, France 
 

 

Antarctic amphibian fossils remain rare and are currently limited to a handful of 

specimens of uncertain taxonomic relation: only an unnamed brachyopid lower jaw, a 

possible juvenile mastodonsaurid (Cryobatrachus kitchingi), and some isolated fragments 

of tentatively identified lyddekerinids and rhytidosteids are known from the lower 

Fremouw Formation (Lower Triassic). 

A new specimen, the first vertebrate fossil from the upper Fremouw Formation at 

Fremouw Peak (Lower-Middle Triassic), was recently discovered. It consists of a partial 

snout, with its articulated lower jaw, of a very large, adult temnospondyl. This specimen 

displays typical mastodonsaurid features (e.g., part of the infraorbital sensory canal 

traversing the maxilla and the lacrimal; strongly transversely expanded marginal teeth) and 

is unambiguously referred to Parotosuchus on the basis of an autapomorphy (slit-like 

choana). The discovery of Parotosuchus in Antarctica is a new record for the genus, 

significantly extending its geographic range during the Triassic and having important 

paleobiological implications. 

Scaling of the Antarctic specimen against complete skulls of Parotosuchus gives an 

estimated total skull length of roughly 85 cm. Although incomplete, the material also 

allows for a 3D morpho-anatomical reconstruction of the whole skull, by comparison with 

the well known Parotosuchus orenburgensis from Russia. The new version of the 

modelling software „Zbrush‟ allows us to restore of the eyeballs, the mouth cavity, and the 

cranial myology. This novel modelling system has also been applied to the reconstruction 

of other temnospondyls such as Watsonisuchus, a mastodonsaurid from the Triassic of 

Madagascar. 
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"ACTINODON: THE MOST TYPICAL AMPHIBIAN FROM THE AUTUN BASIN 

 
WERNEBURG, RALF & STEYER, J-SÉBASTIEN 

 

 
“Actinodon” frossardi was firstly described by GAUDRY in 1866 and figured in 

several later publications. HEYLER (1969) presented a new reconstruction of the skull of 

“Actinodon” in dorsal view. From the end of the XIXth century, all the temnospondyl 

fragments discovered in France was considered as belonging to “Actinodon”, but the 

question remained: is“Actinodon” a valid taxon or to which genus does it belong ? 

WERNEBURG (1997) firstly assigned well preserved specimens of “Actinodon” from Autun 

basin to the genus Onchiodon. The decisive progress concerning the “Actinodon-problem” 

was succeeded by the redescription of the holotype of “Actinodon” frossardi from Muse 

(WERNEBURG & STEYER 1999). The well preserved palatal view of the “Actinodon”-skull 

clearly showed that Actinodon is a junior synonym of Onchiodon. 

More than twenty skulls of the relatively large Onchiodon frossardi are known from 

the Autun basin for 141 years. Therefore it is the most typical amphibian of this basin. 

Some skulls and postcranial skeletons of Onchiodon ? frossardi are newly discovered from 

Buxieres-les-Mines in the basin of Bourbon-l´Archambault : this material, which 

description is in progress by the authors, will enlarge the European distribution of this 

genus from the Lower Permian. 
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REVISION, OSTEOLOGY AND LOCOMOTION OF APHELOSAURUS, AN 

ENIGMATIC REPTILE FROM THE LOWER PERMIAN OF FRANCE 
 

FALCONNET JOCELYN 
1
 AND STEYER J.-SÉBASTIEN 

1
 

 
 

1
UMR 5143 CNRS, Département Histoire de la Terre, Muséum national d'Histoire 

naturelle, CP 38, 57 rue Cuvier, 75005 Paris, France, j.falconnet@gmail.com, 

steyer@mnhn.fr 

 

The radiation the early amniotes is a key-episode in vertebrate evolution: the oldest 

amniote is Carboniferous in age, but discussions still remain about the morphological 

specializations within the clade from the Permian. How so many terrestrial ecological 

niches became occupied so quickly by the amniotes? If Late Permian amniotes are 

relatively well known, this is not the case for the Early Permian ones because of the paucity 

of the fossil record. A few European localities yielded Lower Permian reptiles such as the 

enigmatic Aphelosaurus lutevensis Gervais, 1859 from the Usclas–Saint-Privas Formation 

from Les Tuilières, Lodève basin, Southern France. Erected by Gervais (1859) and briefly 

redescribed by Thévenin (1910), no one provided, up to know, neither a systematic revision 

nor a detailed redescription of this reptile which is however commonly considered as an 

araeoscelid. 

Aphelosaurus is documented by a unique but well preserved postcranial skeleton 

housed in the MNHN collections, Paris. The holotype shows gracile (elongate and narrow) 

fore and hindlimbs. The ribs are relatively short, slender and curved. The last phalanges of 

the manus and the pes are elongate, slightly curved and sharply pointed at their extremities. 

This suggests relatively long and efficient claws. The stylopod/zeugopod ratios are equal to 

one, as is the case in the araeoscelids. A phylogenetical analysis of most of the 

representatives of the Permian amniotes, including of course Aphelosaurus, is testing this 

hypothesis. Several reconstructions of this gracile skeleton are also proposed to test 

different scenarii about the locomotion of Aphelosaurus. 
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PALAEOHISTOLOGY OF THE LOWER PERMIAN 

TETRAPODS: PALAEOECOLOGICAL AND PALAEOBIOLOGICAL 

IMPLICATIONS. 

 

 
SANCHEZ SOPHIE 

1,2
. 

 
1. UMR 5143 CNRS and Département Histoire de la Terre, Museum national d'Histoire 

naturelle, CP 38, 57 rue Cuvier, 75005 Paris, France; sanchez@mnhn.fr; 

2. UMR 7179 CNRS and Département d‟Ecologie et Gestion de la Biodiversité, Museum 

national d'Histoire naturelle, CP 55, 55 rue Buffon, 75005 Paris, France. 

 

The Lower Permian from Europe provided many growth series of tetrapods. 

However, palaeohistological information has rarely been used to address the palaeobiology 

and palaeoenvironments of these tetrapods. In this current work, histological diaphyseal 

and epiphyseal thin sections of limb bone from growth series show that bone 

microstructures can provide a lot of information about life history traits of Permian 

tetrapods.  

 

The palaeohistology of Discosauriscus austriacus, a stem taxon of the amniote clade 

from the Lower Permian of Czech Republic, reveals the same bone (diaphyseal and 

epiphyseal) organization as that of recent small amphibians. The pattern of lines of arrested 

growth (LAGs) shows that the older individuals of the sample, aged of 10 years old, were 

subadults, not far to reach the sexual maturity. No adult was found according to the 

hypothesis that they left lake environment for land. However, bone histology allows to 

assess its longevity to about 20 years. This adaptative K-strategy indicates that D. 

austriacus may have reproduced in environmental good conditions. 

 

Apateon species are temnospondyls from the Saar-Nahe Basin, Lower Permian of 

Germany, and have distinct ontogenetical and adaptive strategies. Bone histology of A. 

caducus and A. pedestris shows juvenile features suggesting perhaps a neotenic condition. 

Bone growth rate of the sampled species is expressed by different LAG patterns: a simple 

pattern of LAGs in A. pedestris, whereas A. caducus and Apateon sp. show a peculiar 

double-line pattern. Such a pattern is observed in high elevation Portuguese populations of 

the extant newt, Triturus marmoratus, expressing hibernating and aestivating yearly arrests 

of growth. This suggests that the latter Apateon species had to hibernate and aestivate every 

year because of drastic climatic conditions. The Saar-Nahe Basin was situated in the 

tropics, where seasonality would have been enhanced at high altitudes. This suggests that 

A. caducus from Erdesbach and Apateon sp. from Niederkirchen may have lived at higher 

elevation and undergone relatively more extreme conditions than A. pedestris from 

Odernheim. 

 

A growth series of Archegosaurus decheni, from the Lower Permian of Germany, is 

still in-depth analysis. Accounts on bone growth, life-history traits, palaeobiology and 

palaeoecology of A. decheni are expected soon to complete anatomical data. 
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MODERN VIEW OF THE LOWER PERMIAN PALAEOICHNOLOGY OF THE 

SOUTH ALPINE (NORTHERN ITALY) AS TESTIFIED BY THE ICHNOCOENOSES 

OF THE COLLIO FORMATION IN THE OROBIC BASIN (LOMBARDY) 

 

 

SANTI Giuseppe 

 
Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra, Via Ferrata 1, I-27100 Pavia (Italy); gsanti@unipv.it 

 

During the Lower Permian in the South-Alpine area (Northern Italy) the tectonic 

control of the Hercynian orogenesis favoured the building of a series of different 

dimensions basins distributed from west to east and divided by structural highs. The most 

important are the Orobic Basin and to east, the Val Trompia (or Collio) Basin either for the 

dimensions or because they are characterized by a more volcano-sedimentary sequence. 

The other troughs (Tregiovo Basin and Tione Basin) have, however, a great significance 

within the vertebrate paleoichnological frame. Vertebrate (Batrachichnus salamandroides, 

Camunipes cassinisi, Amphisauropus latus, A. imminutus, Dromopus lacertoides, D. 

didactylus, Varanopus curvidactylus) and invertebrate (Medusina limnica, M. atava, 

Bifurculapes isp., Heteropodichnus cf. variabilis, Eisenachichnus isp., Dendroidichnites 

elegans (syn. Mirandaichnium irregulare) paleoichnofauna composition from the Collio 

Formation beds, the only fossiliferous series of the continental Lower Permian sequence of 

the Alps, along with its variation in the ichnotaxa allow to get to more considerations of the 

paleoenvironmental changes happened during the Artinskian-Kungurian ages and put new 

biostratigraphic problems. In order to improve our knowledge we have considered the 

Orobic Basin (Lombardy) as an example.  

 

1) In the continental sequence of the Orobic Basin repeated lacustrine-to-playas 

episodes are shown; in the Orobic Anticline s. s. (Inferno and Gerola Valleys) are 

materialized in two different environment types characterized by the same different 

lithofacies. From the bottom to the top, the first of these is composed by lenticular grey-

black shales with fresh water carbonates, algal nodules, small bivalves and/or concretions, 

and the one, that consists of red wined siltitic to argillitic strata with repeated mud-cracks. 

Organisms colonize small lakes and fan deltas, hypersaline areas and limited lakeshore or 

playas zones too. Inside the alluvial and lacustrine deposits rare fossil of macroplants 

(Cassinisia orobica), associated with vertebrate and invertebrate prints, are discovered. 

Evidence of a drying setting of the area crossed by ephemeral streams, is given by a 

faunistic impoverishment observed into the reddish beds of the upper “Collio”. In the 

Trabuchello-Cabianca Anticline (Lake Fregabolgia, Lake Sardegnana-Lake Marcio area) 

the middle-lower part of the series is defined by concretions, planar parallel carbonatic 

strata (with small dolomitic levels associated with Ca sulphates), oncoids that testify a 

much less extensive lacustrine-to- alluvial deposition episodes (a grey-blackish colour of 

the siltitic-argillitic sediments). They interact with algal levels and repeated sequence of 

coarse-to fine grained sediments containing tetrapod footprints (B. salamandroides, C. 

cassinisi, A. latus, A. imminutus, V. curvidactylus and D. lacertoides). Shortly: in the 

middle-upper part  of the sedimentary member of the Collio Formation the scenario was 

lacustrine and alluvial environments dominant, with mainly seasonal rainfalls. In this semi-

arid or tropical picture several intervals of dryness (evaporites deposition within 

hypersaline small lakes) occur. The upper portion of the Collio Formation, identified by 

reddish sediments as far as the boundary with the Verrucano Lombardo Formation (Upper 
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Permian), testifies  prolonged moments of repeated subaereal exposure and oxidation in 

drier conditions (fluvio-lacustrine to playas). In this scenario the faunistic impoverishment 

is clear. 

 

2) Recently, the ICHNOFACIES concept has been modified, and consequently different 

correlations have been introduced for the sequences of the Europe and N. America. 

However, it seems to have difficult application to the Lower Permian basins of the 

Southern Alps. For these latter it should be much more useful that the TAPHOFACIES 

concept was interpreted either as a suite of taphonomic co-operant agents, or in its merely 

“evolutive” significance, namely a tool in the studies of the changes, during the geological 

times, of the terrestrial communities inside similar taphonomic contexts that reflect similar 

habitat and likeness in the biota conservation. If the taphofacies has got the features that 

reflecting physical paleoenvironmental factors (i.e., the sedimentation ratio and/or the 

bathymetry), beyond the biological ones, then it is useful in the study of the 

paleoenvironments and of their evolution. The ichnofacies mirrors the habitat conditions 

(consistence degree of the substrate, climate, etc). Hence, the taphofacies hierarchically 

should place in an higher step than that of the ichnofacies. This means that inside it one or 

more ichnofacies (or better ichnocoenoses, because the ichnofacies is not indicative of a 

sedimentary setting) may insert it. Within the main basins of the South-Alpine the 

deposition of the Collio Formation is greatly controlled by a very active tectonic; 

consequently the paleoenvironments are constantly in evolution (particularly observable in 

the Orobic Basin) for a main part of its sedimentation. Only in the middle-upper portion of 

the “Collio” the biotopes  (lacustrine, ponds, etc) lasting in the time, essential for the 

biocoenoses development, are individuated. Maybe, it would be opportune to utilize  the 

evolutive significance, as well as the unfossiliferous formations (i.e. the Verrucano 

Lombardo of the Upper Permian) of the “taphofacies” while the “ichnofacies” should be 

theoretically applied when the stability of the biotopes and the develop of a steady fauna 

are reached. Moreover, a worldwide application of the ichnofacies would not be correct 

because the ichnocoenoses, which make it up may change among several basins placed in 

the same sector during a short time-interval (i.e., the Collio Formation in Val Trompia and 

the Orobic Basin), and every area preserves peculiar features of the fauna lived in- situ. 

Consequently, by considering as an example a Scoyenia ichnofacies of the Lower Permian 

of the South-Alpine or, concerning the vertebrates, a Batrachichnus ichnofacies, they are 

necessarily different from correspondent ones of the Lower Permian of the N. America or 

S. America. Maybe, it should be more opportune for eventual correlations a global 

application of the taphofacies which have got more markers (even physicals) besides the 

biological ones. 
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THE FRENCH CISURALIAN FOOTPRINTS: PALAEONTOLOGICAL AND 

STRATIGRAPHICAL RESULTS 
 

GAND GEORGES* & DURAND MARC** 

* Biogéosciences, Université de Bourgogne, Centre des Sciences de la Terre, CNRS, 

Dijon (France) 

** 47 rue de Lavaux, 54520 Laxou 
 

There are some 20 Permian basins in France but only a few of them have yielded tetrapod 

vertebrate tracks. The first were collected in 1903 by Delage (1912) near Neffiès, south of Lodève. 

After a long period during which no research was conducted, new observations were made in the 

Lodève Basin by F. & P. Ellenberger (1959-1984), Heyler & Lessertisseur (1962-63) and Gand 

(1981-2006). If we include only footprints that represent the most faithful images of autopods 

defined morphologically and morphometrically as ichnopopulations, the Lower Permian French 

footprints includes 11 ichnospecies accomodated in 11 ichnogenera among them are almost all the 

ichnogenotypus defined by Haubold (1970, 1971, 1973). From these French palichnological 

results, stratigraphical correlations were suggested lately by Gand & Durand (2006) 

 

Footprints ascribable to Temnospondyls. 

Branchiosauridea or/and Micromelerpetondidea. 

Batrachichnus salamandroides (Geinitz, 1861) Haubold, 1996 = Antichnium 

salamandroides (Geinitz, 1861) Haubold, 1970; synonyms: (Nanipes minutus; Auxipes minor; 

Devipes caudatus; Crenipes abscurvus; Crenipes abrectus Heyler & Lessertisseur, 1963 and 

Margennipes pansioti Heyler, 1984. These small prints of tetradactyl manus and pentadactyl pes 

are abundant with the same morphology in France, the Saar-Nahe (Germany) and the USA. They 

are ascribed to small Temnospondyls (Haubold 1970; Gand 1987) 

Salichnium pectinatus (= Serripes pectinatus Heyler & Lessertisseur, 1963) Gand, 1987 

and Salichnium decessus (= Acutipes decessus and Foliipes abscisus Heyler & Lessertisseur, 1963) 

Gand, 1987 represent slipped forms or undertracks of Batrachichnus salamandroides 

Eryopsidae 

Limnopus (Permomegatherium) zeilleri (Delage, 1912) Gand, 1985; synonyms = 

Permomegatherium zeilleri Delage, 1912; Opisthopus ellenbergeri, Heyler & Lessertisseur, 1963. 

This ichnospecies was described by Gand (1985, 1987). Frequent in the Lower Permian 

lacustrine Formation, it is ascribed to Eryopsidae. Many trackways were discovered in the Ur 

quarry worked by Cogema, where its morphological variability is quite clearly illustrated (Gand 

1986, 1989). Dimensions and morphology of L. zeilleri resemble closely the American forms: 

Limnopus waynesburgensis (Tilton 1931) Baird, 1952 of the Lower Permian and L. littoralis 

(Marsh, 1894) Baird, 1952 of the Upper Pennsylvanian. 

Amphisauropus latus (Fritsch, 1901) Haubold, 1970. It is rare in France (Gand 1987: 115-

122). 

 

Footprints ascribable to Amniotes. 

Captorhinomorpha. 

Hyloidichnus major (Heyler & Lessertisseur, 1963) Haubold 1971; synonyms: 

Hyloïdichnus (= Auxipes) major (Heyler & Lessertisseur, 1963), Haubold, 1971 and Garganolipes 

ballestrai (Heyler & Montenat, 1980) Gand, 1987. The comparison between the French 

ichnospecies H. major and the holotype Hyloidichnus bifurcatus Gilmore, 1927 from the Hermit 

Shale Formation from the National Museum in Washington D. C shows that there are few 

differences between these two ichnospecies. H. major is a very common footprint in the basins of 

southeastern France (Gand 1987, 1993; Gand et al. 1995). 

Varanopus curvidactylus, Moodie, 1929 and Microsauripus acutipes Moodie, 1929 
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Moodie (1929) described 4 ichnoespèces from the north slope of Castle Peak, Upper Clear 

Fork Formation. Except for size, all have the same morphology with generally curvilinear fingers, 

a tetradactyl hand for Erpetopus willistoni, Microsauripus clarki, M. acutipes, whereas it is 

pentadactyl for V. curvidactylus: ichnospecies reduced to only one specimen.  

Varanopus rigidus Gand, 1989. This ichnospecies is rare in the Lodève basin, but more 

frequent in Provence where one finds it with Hyloidichnus major, often on the same level (Gand 

1987:163 - 166; Demathieu et al. 1992). The fingers are generally straight with short claws. 

Subsequent to the definition of V. rigidus, the study of the footprint collection in the United 

States National Museum (USNM) of Washington enabled us to bring to more closely compare the 

French ichnospecies with Hylopus herminatus Gilmore 1927 which was found with Hyloidichnus 

bifurcatus Gilmore, 1927, at the same place, at the base of the Hermit Shale Formation. The 

analysis of the various characters of the traces and the trackways show that the French couples V. 

rigidus / H. major and American: H. herminatus / H. bifurcatus are similar. 

Pelycosauria, Eupelycosauria 

Dimetrops leisnerianus (Geinitz, 1863), Haubold, 1971.  

This ichnospecies is well represented in the Lodève basin, in particular on two surfaces 

discovered and extended during the working of the Ur quarry Cogema. One of them, known as C3 

of 105 m2 makes it possible to observe 16 trackways adding up 137 manus-pes pairs. The 

morphological variability of these ichnospecies is well illustrated by Gand (1986, 1987).  

Dimetropus nicolasi Gand & Haubold, 1984. It is described in Haubold & Gand (1984) and 

Gand (1987: 178-182). Later discoveries with this study showed that the typus-sample 

corresponded to undertracks of Dimetropus leisnerianus. D. nicolasi was used by Haubold et al. 

(1995a) to identify the American footprints  

Pelycosauria, Edaphosauria 

? Ichniotherium cottae Pohlig 1885. This ichnospecies is abundant in the Tambach 

Formation (Germany) where it occurs with Dimetropus leisnerianus. Many and large slabs with 

these two ichnospecies are preserved at the Gotha Museum where one can study their variability 

(Voigt & Haubold, 2000). In the Lodève basin, we could identify Ichniotherium cf cottae only in 

three isolated cases (Gand 1987: 186). The trackways observed on the C3 level as well as those of 

the Riviéral are swimming traces. Based on the various I. cottae morphotypes, they were allotted to 

this ichnogenus although some of these traces could be also slipped Limnopus zeilleri. 

Eosuchia and Araeoscelidia. 

Dromopus lacertoides (Geinitz, 1861) Haubold, 1971. Associated with B. salamandroides 

and Limnopus zeilleri, these ichnospecies are frequent in the lacustrine facies. When it is reduced 

to manus-pes sets with only 2 fingers each, it is impossible to discriminatete them from Dromopus 

didactylus (Moodie, 1930) Gand & Haubold, 1984; Gand, 1987. D. lacertoides is very close to D. 

agilis Marsh, 1894 from the Upper Carboniferous of the USA, which is also twinned with 

Limnopus  

Stratigraphical inferences 

The reference Lodève Basin (France) 

In this basin the Permian series is composed of two sedimentary cycles separated by an 

unconformity (Odin 1986). The strata bearing footprints have been precisely located in the 

lithostratigraphy, which is well-known from uranium prospecting. This has formed the basis of a 

palichnostratigraphic scale in which several ichno-associations have been identified (Gand 1987; 

Châteauneuf & Gand 1989; Gand 1993). 

Merely, it appears that  

- Limnopus zeilleri, Dromopus lacertoides, Amphisauropus latus and Ichniotherium 

characterize the first sedimentary cycle of the Permian series (F1-F3 Formations = Autunian 

Group) but tracks continue into the F4 basal Rabejac Formation of the second cycle (Saxonian 

Group): Batrachichnus salamandroides and Dimetropus leisnerianus. 

- The base of the F4 Formation of the second cycle shows the first appearance of Varanopus 

curvidactylus / Microsauripus acutipes, Dromopus didactylus and Hyloidichnus major. These two 
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last ichnospecies, as well as B. salamandroides are found up into a few levels of the F5 Salagou 

Formation which is almost 2000 m thick. In its upper part appears a new association with 

Brontopus giganteus, B. circagiganteus, Planipes antecursor, Lunaepes ollierorum and 

Merifontichnus thalerius. All are possibly Therapsid traces except Brontopus whose trackmaker 

could be a pelycosaurian (Gand et al. 2000). Except B. salamandroides, D. leisnerianus, and V. 

rigidus, all these previous tracks, therefore currently characterize the second cycle. 

Clearly Temnospondyl footprints characterize the Autunian Group (first cycle) while 

Amniotes tracks are dominant in the Saxonian group with appearance of new ichnoespèces: 

Varanopus curvidactylus / Microsauripus acutipes, Dromopus didactylus and Hyloidichnus major. 

It seems that their vertical presence should be correlated with the palaeoenvironment nature going 

from lacustrine to playa systems.  

Correlations with others regions Europe, USA 

Concerning the interbasins correlations we conclude that many ichnospecies B. 

salamandroides, Limnopus zeilleri, Dromopus lacertoides, D. didactylus, even Amphisauropus 

latus have a great vertical distribution. They are thus not good ichno-markers. Some taxa 

Amphisauroides, Ichniotherium cottae are not found in the USA Formations or little represented in 

France. Also, Hyloidichnus was not observed in the Lower Permian of Lombardy. 

When considering the ichnospecies common to several basins, their vertical distribution 

differs so much that it is impossible to use them in order to establish fine correlations between 

Formations bearing footprints. It is nevertheless seen that the lower Permian may be characterised 

by some ichnospecies: Amphisauroides, Amphisauropus imminutus, A. latus, Dimetropus 

leisnerianus / D. nicolasi, the first two are especially localised in the Thuringian Forest basin. 

Finally french footprints associations I-III sensu Lodève bsin characterizes Cisuralian e.g. 

one of the three intervals of Permian time in northern Pangea, as do the skeletal remains (Lozovsky 

2003) 
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Abstract: The recent attribution to Brontopus Heyler and Lessertisseur, 1963 (an 

ichnogenus typical of mid Permian levels) of some tracks from the Upper Permian of 

Russia, cast doubts on the biochronological meaning of some large Permian footprints, i.e. 

Pachypes dolomiticus Leonardi et al., 1975, Brontopus Heyler and Lessertisseur, 1963 and 

Sukhonopus Gubin et al., 2003. These doubts were the starting-point for a re-examination 

of those ichnotaxa. The study allowed for a formal revision of Pachypes, to exclude the 

Russian material from Brontopus, and to refer it, as well as Sukhonopus, to Pachypes. 

Moreover, data from the South African Tapinocephalus Assemblage Zone (Beaufort 

Group), allow for correlating this interval with the French ichnofauna from the Salagou 

Formation (La Lieude sites), supporting a biochronological subdivision of the Permian into 

three distinct ichnoassemblages.  
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A NEW AISTOPOD FROM THE MASSIF CENTRAL OF FRANCE AND 

LIFESTYLE OF AISTOPODS 

 
GERMAIN Damien 

 

Aistopods are Paleozoic snake-like limbless amphibians. A new specimen of a 

phlegethontid aistopod has been discovered in the MNHN collections of Montceau-les-

Mines housed in the Musée d’Histoire Naturelle d’Autun. This is a juvenile individual, 

maybe the smallest aistopod ever described. Its preservation does not allow a specific 

identification but many features of the skull can be observed and this specimen is assigned 

here to the genus Phlegethontia. Various arguments (anatomic and taphonomic) led to the 

conclusion that these animals were terrestrial. It is also likely that these animals did not 

have aquatic larvae, contrary to sympatric branchiosaurs. It is often claimed that the loss of 

limbs may characterize an aquatic lifestyle. However, most extant limbless tetrapods are 

terrestrial. Aistopods are among the first tetrapods to appear during the Carboniferous with 

Lethiscus from the Visean of Scotland, and they are the first that can really be considered 

as terrestrial. Fammenian tetrapods were clearly aquatic taxa. The lifestyle of tetrapods 

from the Romer’s gap like Pederpes remains unclear and most of tetrapods 

contemporaneous or older than Lethiscus were more likely aquatic or amphibious. 

It is therefore probable that aistopods were the first terrestrial tetrapods, and as a 

consequence, the first terrestrial tetrapods were… limbless. 
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ACTINOPTERYGIANS FROM BUXIÈRES-LES-MINES AND THEIR 

RELATIONSHIPS TO THE FAUNA OF PERMO-CARBONIFEROUS BASINS OF THE 

BOHEMIAN MASSIF 
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Museum of Eastern Bohemia at Hradec Králové, Eliščino nábřeží 465, 500 01 Hradec 

Králové, Czech Republic; e-mail: s.stamberg@muzeumhk.cz 

 

A number of actinopterygians have been collected in a opencast coal mine at 

Buxières-les-Mines (Upper part of the Buxières Formation, Bourbon l´Archambault Basin). 

Most of  the material is preserved as isolated bones and scales, while sets of bones, or even 

whole specimens, are very rare. The scales and bones from a variety of actinopterygian 

species, including fragments of acanthodians, are usually concentrated in slabs. The species 

Progyrolepis heyleri Poplin, 1999 has been clearly determined by Poplin (1999) on the 

basis of isolated lower and upper jaws. Furthermore, the presence of Aeduella blainvillei? 

and the genus Paramblypterus have been noted by Steyer et al. (2000). The occurrence of 

Watsonichthys pectinatus (Traquair, 1877), which was suggested after a preliminary study 

of the material (Štamberg 1998), has not yet been proven. 

The collection of actinopterygians from Buxières-les-Mines studied by the present 

author supplement the present state of knowledge about Progyrolepis heyleri Poplin, 1999. 

The preopercular with distinctively orally inclined dorsoanterior region; an opercular of 

oblong shape, markedly elongated in the dorsoventral direction, with a wide ventral region; 

and a square-shaped subopercular are visible in some slabs in connection with the jaws. 

Several other bones (frontal, parasphenoid, dermal bones of the shoulder girdle) are 

believed to also belong to Progyrolepis heyleri, but their determination is uncertain due to 

the lack of any connections with the jaws. 

Isolated bones and several partly preserved specimens, namely numerous upper jaws 

with low postorbital part, high opercular with bent dorsoanterior region, and trapezoidal 

subopercular with undulating dorsal margin, support the presence of Aeduella blainvillei 

(Agassiz, 1833) in the sense of Heyler (1969). While Progyrolepis heyleri and Aeduella 

blainvillei are very common, the remains of the genus Paramblypterus are very rare in 

Buxières-les-Mines. 

Comparing the actinopterygian fauna of Buxières-les-Mines with that from the 

Permo-Carboniferous basins of Bohemian Massif, the French deposits are seen to closely 

resemble the “Švartna” (bed of the bituminous greyish black claystone, Kounov Member, 

Slaný Formation, Stephanian B) of the Central and Western Bohemian Basins. The type of 

sediment and fossil preservation is consistent in both. Moreover, the species Progyrolepis 

speciosus (Frič, 1876), which is closely related to Progyrolepis heyleri forms an important 

component of the faunas of the “Švartna”. Rare fragments of the aeduellid fish 

Spinarichthys dispersus  (Fritsch, 1894) are known from the “Švartna”, but the genus 

Paramblypterus is entirely absent. The genus Paramblypterus is, on the contrary, very 

common in the Vrchlabí Formation (Asselian) of the Krkonoše Piedmont Basin and in the 

Letovice Formation (Asselian) of the Boskovice Graben. Aeduellidae also became a 

significant component of the faunas of continental basins in the Lower Permian of the 

Bohemian Massif, occurring in the Krkonoše Piedmont Basin and the Boskovice Graben. 

Their occurrences in the basins of Bohemian Massif suggest that they were abundant; yet 

they are restricted to certain horizons or to limited areas, being totally absent from the same 

horizons at other localities. On the other hand, a large predatory fish similar to 

Progyrolepis has not been found in Lower Permian of the Bohemian Massif. It may be 
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concluded that the predatory actinopterygians are very rare in the Lower Permian 

sediments of the Bohemian Massif. Only the small predatory actinopterygian Letovichthys 

Štamberg, 2007, with a total length 15 cm, has been described recently from the Lower 

Permian of Boskovice Graben.  

It therefore seems possible, in view of the actinopterygian occurrences, that the Upper 

part of the Buxières Formation is somewhat younger than the corresponding “Švartna” 

(Kounov Member, Slaný Formation, Stephanian B) of the Central and Western Bohemian 

Basins, and older than the Vrchlabí Formation (Asselian) of the Krkonoše Piedmont Basin 

and Letovice Formation (Asselian) of the Boskovice Graben.  

We continue to find parallel features and a few discrepancies in comparing the 

actinopterygians from Buxieres-les-Mines with those of the Permo-Carboniferous basins of 

the Bohemian Massif. One reason for these differences could be the divergence of opinions 

on the age of the various layers. Another reason might be dissimilar environments suitable 

for certain aquatic vertebrates and endemism, which could explain why some taxons are 

plentiful at some localities but missing from the same horizons of others. 

This work is supported by the Czech Ministry of Culture grant DE06P04OMG003. 
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A carbonate and lutite sedimentary succession with volcanogenic intercalations was 

described at the Sotres locality in the Picos de Europa Area of eastern Asturias (NW, 

Spain). Firstly named “Sotres Formation”, it was later realized that the upper part of this 

section, made up of alternating red, green and brown sandstones and shales carbonate, is to 

be included in the overlying Caravia Formation. The basal member, to which was therefore 

restricted the Sotres Fm., is made up of a thin basal calcareous conglomerate overlain by a 

few meters of volcanogenic lutites with limestone lenses and a 70 m thick alternation of 

algal limestone beds and black lutites, with occasional volcanogenic levels. The algal 

content indicated a lacustrine origin for the sediments. 

One preliminary palynological analysis of a sample from the basal black lutites gave 

a “possible” Autunian age, but no species listing was provided. An “Autunian-like” 

macroflora from the basal lutites was also invoked by Wagner and Martínez García. 

Two fossiliferous samples were collected from the basal levels of the Sotres Fm. 

They have yielded a well preserved small assemblage of pollen and spores including: 

Alisporites sp., Alisporites splendens, Hamiapollenites bullaeformis, Lueckisporites 

virkkiae, Platysaccus sp., Potonieisporites novicus, Protohaploxypinus microcorpus, 

Punctatisporites sp. Striatopodocarpidites sp., Verrucosisporites spp., Vittatina costabilis, 

Vittatina saccata, Vittatina saccifer and unidentified pollen grains and microspores. 

The palynomorph assemblage is characterized by the abundance of monosaccate 

pollen Potonieisporites novicus (ca. 66% Total pollen), the diversity of the taeniate 

disaccates, and the co-occurrence of representatives of the polyplicate genus Vittatina. 

The high percentage of Potonieisporites makes this assemblage quantitatively similar 

to the “A3 association” from the Autun basin (i.e. “Late Autunian” middle Asselian or 

Kungurian). But the co-occurrence of Hamiapollenites bullaeformis and Lueckisporites 

virkkiae leads us to suggest a “post “Autunian” – “pre-“Thuringian” age for this 

palynological association. 
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The Perdasdefogu silicified plants (Funtana Nuragi and Is Alinus localities) occur in 

angular cherts and are preserved as siliceous permineralizations showing various degrees of 

cell wall preservations and alteration. These plants were found in the silicified horizons of 

the “cherty-calcareous lithozone” of Rio su Luda Fm. (Ronchi & Falorni, 2004) and have 

been described for the first time by Galtier et al. (1998), and later from Ronchi et al. (1998) 

and Broutin et al. (2000). 

The plant assemblage consists of the genera Sphenophyllum, Arthropitys, 

Astromyelon, Calamostachys, Pecopteris, Scolecopteris, Stipitopteris, Psaronius, 

Ankyropteris, Anachoropteris, Cycadinocarpus, Cordaites leaves and wood and probable 

medullosan wood and ovules. The arborescent marratialean ferns are the dominant element 

with the vegetative and fertile leaves Pecopteris and Scolecopteris, the most common 

elements. The calamitean sphenopsids are the second in abundance. 

Generally the specimens contain a number of different small plant fragments 

suggestive of a coal ball-like plant accumulation. More rarely one specimen may consist of 

a single plant fragment, for example with a calamitalean or a cordaitalean woody stem. 

The preservation and accumulation of the plants are closely comparable to the 

silicified plant assemblages described from the Lower Permian of Autun and the 

Stephanian of Grand-Croix in the Massif Central, France (Doubinger et al., 1995; Galtier & 

Phillips, 1985). Well preserved silicified plant remains were found also in Germany 

(Dohlen Basin; Barthel et al., 1995) where they represent taphocoenoses preservation 

favoured by rhyolithic volcanism (Rossler & Barthel, 1998). It is certainly significant that 

the assemblage from the Perdasdefogu Basin is dominated by tree ferns and calamites like 

the nearly contemporaneous silicified vegetation from Autun. 

In addition, a compression macroflora has been recorded at Perdasdefogu (Broutin et 

al., 1996; Ronchi et al., 1998; Broutin et al. 2000) which suggests a middle-upper Autunian 

date which corresponds precisely to the Surmoulin/Millery formations of the Autun Basin 

(Chateauneuf et al., 1992). This is in agreement with the upper Asselian to Asselian-

Sakmarian transition time-interval pointed out by the amphibian species found in very 

close stratigraphic intervals, and perfectly correlatable with the same association found in 

Gottlob-lake (Thuringian Forest Basin: Werneburg et al., in press). 

The comparative analysis of the fossiliferous silicified horizons, well located in the 

Perdasdefogu stratigraphic succession and the silicified pebbles, dispersed in the Autun 

Basin, points out that the last ones are actually Autunian in age and do not result from the 

reworking of underlying Stephanian beds. 

For its rich fossil content, the Perdasdefogu Basin does represent a reference 

succession for the Autunian in the whole westernmost paleo-Tethyan domain. 
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Le Permien inférieur à moyen  présente en Amérique du sud un ensemble de flore et 

microflore bien étudiée, soit tiré de carottage de sondages soit d’études inédites récentes au 

sud du Brésil(A Siegl Farkas, Budapest) .Ces carottages correspondent aux formations 

Budo/Suspiro  ou San Gregorio ou Itararé, Rio Bonito ou Tres Islas, pour le Permien 

inférieur enfin la formation Irati pour le Permien moyen. L’ensemble de la microflore 

présente de bonnes affinités avec le reste du Gondwana et l’Europe sud méridionale 

(Andalousie, Guadalcanal). La macro-flore connue au Brésil et en Uruguay parait montrer 

la même évolution s’adaptant à un net changement climatique (1,2). 

 

Cadre géologique 

Une trangression glacio-marine du Permien inférieur se définit en Uruguay 

(Formation San Gregorio,Budo/Suspiro) et à Bahia Blanca en Argentine (Formation Sauce 

Grande). En Uruguay, elle recouvre en discordance des grès marins de l‟Emsien à 

Australocoelia tourteloti (3). Ces dépots marins glaciaires sont caractérisés par des 

dropstones/mudflows/diamictites,varves. Mais dans la Formation Suspiro (4), des dépôts 

d‟argiles noires laminées de déglaciation, en milieu confiné d‟eaux douces, existent au nord 

de l‟Uruguay (sondage CLS n°4). Dans la formation Itararé du Bassin de Parana, il y a des 

intercalations marines à Tasmanites sp, pouvant indiquer des roches mères de pétrole, vers 

la partie supérieure du Sakmarien. A la base notons à Cerquilho Velho (SP) des Proto-

glossoptéridés (Gangamopteris, Rubidgea …) présents aussi à Andar Talchir (Indes) 

pouvant appartenir au Dwyka africain (R-M. Rohn 1983). 

Un premier stade de la tectonique apparaît dès l‟Artinskien, avec un changement du 

biotope, par suite d‟un déplacement de la plaque sud américaine et du Gondwana, encore 

séparés de la Patagonie vers une latitude plus tempérée. La datation encore mal établie de 

cet évènement pourrait être de 265 Ma à 275 Ma. Des sédiments charbonneux ont donné 

lieu à de véritables gisements de charbon, au Brésil comme au Gondwana. Ils apparaissent 

dès l‟ Artinskien, et correspondent à des dépots d‟estuaires ou de deltas et même de 

marécages dans  l‟Artinskien /Kungurien. 

Un deuxième stade plus marqué de la tectonique fait ressortir au Brésil du Sud 

comme au nord de l‟Uruguay, un graben coincé comme dans un étau entre le Craton de la 

Plata en Uruguay  et celui de Kalahari en Afrique du Sud occidentale, accolée au continent 

sud américain dès le Précambrien supérieur. Cette tectonique engendre une réactivation de 

granites précambriens et des failles anciennes de cisaillement à la fin du Sakmarien; elle est 

marquée par une discordance observée dans des buttes–témoins. 

Enfin, du Permien au Trias supérieur, une chaine paraît englober tout le sud du 

Gondwana, Cape Fold inclus jusqu‟au monts de Ventana (Argentine) et la Sierra de 

Cordoba; elle reserre encore l‟Amérique du Sud contre l‟Afrique. 

 

Faune et Flore, de l’Asselien au Sakmarien.  

Les niveaux de base de la séquence débute par un conglomérat suivi d‟un grés silteux 

fossilifère de la Formation Budo corrélable avec les Formations Copacabana du Pérou et 

Vitiacua de Bolivie; ces deux dernières ont un niveau riche en Fusulines de la base du 

Sakmarien (Wolfcampien à Léonardien inférieur) ou même le Murghabien supérieur 

(FormationVitiacua ) (4). On observe dans la formation de Copacabana: 
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Pseudoschwagerina, Triticetes avec une flore à Gangamopteris, Sphenophyllum aff. thonii, 

Sphenopteri; Neoschwagerina avec Yabeina sont connues dans la Formation Vitiacua du 

Murghabien Supérieur. Des Lycophytes comme Cristatisporites Potonié et Kremp, des 

spores trilètes à plus de 70%, sont aussi connues à la base de la formation de Copacabana. 

Dans la formation Budo (San Gregorio en Uruguay) (5), les niveaux de base sont 

encore à tendance du Stéphanien à Assélien , des espèces marines comme Aviculopecten, 

Orbiculoides, Barroisella dans un environnement peu profond et froid. Dans la Formation 

Sauce Grande de l‟Assélien d‟Argentine des Astarte ? pusilla ont été observées dans un 

environnement cotier glaçé avec diamictites. Les premières flores et microflores 

apparaissent dès le Sakmarien-Asselien (6). A la base apparaît une palynoflore  consistant  

en spores trilètes lisses et cingulozonés, puis de pollens monostriés et bisaccates: 

Punctatisporites gretensis , Lundbladispora braziliensis, Cristatisporites morungavensis et 

Potonieisporites novicus avec apport progressivement de Caheniasaccites ovatus et de 

Cannanaropollis densus. C‟est une microflore de taiga, parfois lacustre (7 ,8 ,9) à laquelle 

peut correspondre une macroflore connue, débutant par des Gangamopteris abovata et des 

Botrychiopsis plantiana; puis avec le réchauffement observé dans la température dû sans 

doute au déplacement de la plaque vers des zones plus tempérées, apparaissent des 

Phyllotheca indica et des Glossopteris (Taphoflora B de Rôssler). Cette flore prédomine au 

Sakmarien /Artinskien se substituant à celle à Gangamopteris et Cristatisporites. La 

megaflore a changé: c‟est celle de shrubs ou de marécages et d‟estuaires avec de plus en 

plus de Lycophytes et plantes anthracophiles comme Phyllotheca indica, Rhodeopteridium, 

Dadoxylum pedroi, accompagné de Botryococcus dans les formations Rio Bonito et Tres 

Islas (Artinskien à Kungurien) (9), au nord de l‟Uruguay (Cerro Largo, sondage 201 ). En 

Rio Grande do Sul, ce niveau affleure et a fait l‟objet d‟exploitations minières de charbon, 

aujourdhui désaffectées, comme celle d‟Huhla Negra et d‟autres plus importantes, comme 

celles de Rio dos Ratos à l‟ouest de Porto Alegre. Plus au nord, près de Criciuma (SC), 

apparaissent de nombreuses Pecopteridés dans des siltites de l‟Artinskien à Sakmarien (?), 

correspondant à un climat  plus tempéré, encore assez froid. 

 

Artinskien à Sakmarien (Argentine) 

A 200 kilomètres à l‟Est de Cordoba, dans le Chaco-Paranense, un sondage de la 

Société pétrolière argentine (YPF J1) a été foré dans le département de Santa Fe (10). Il a 

fourni  à partir de 2465 m, au moins 7 espèces d‟un palyno-assemblage avec des Acritarcha 

(Micrhystridium sp) . Les espèces sont très semblables à celles de la Formation Vryheid de 

South Africa carottée aussi en Free State,Vereeniging Area, New Vaal Colliery, (11). On 

retrouve cet assemblage équivalent à la Formation de Rio Bonito d‟Amérique du Sud, au 

Zaire et aux Indes: il démontre un environnement marin de delta appartenant à la côte SW 

du Gondwana avant l‟accrétion (docking) de la plaque de la Patagonie au sud du continent 

Sud Américain. 

Ces 7 importantes espèces comprennent: Punctatisporites gretensis Balme et Hennel, 

Cannanaropollis korbensis Bharadvaj et Tiwari et C. densus (Lele) Bose et Maheshwari, 

Potonieisporites novicus Bharadwaj, Caheniasaccites ovatus, Vittatina subsaccata 

Samoilovich, Plicatipollenites malabarensis (Potonié et Sah) Foster. 

 

Kazanien. Coupe de terrain d’Acegua (Rio Grande do Sul, Brésil). 

Cette coupe a été visitée par nous avec A. Stockes da Rosa en 1998 de l‟Université 

Fédérale de Santa Maria (RS); elle affleure le long de la route à 21 km d‟Acegua (RS) avec 

des argiles noires feuilletées noires d‟une dizaine de mètres d‟épaisseur. Deux échantillons 

sur sept sont particulièrement riches (No 2 et No 5) en sporomorphes bisaccates; nous 

avons 15 espèces de spores de fougères, 16 espèces de pollens de gymnospermes et de 
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conifères dans un climat tempéré à semi-aride, voire méditerranéen selon le tronc d‟arbre 

Barakaroxylon resiniferum Guerra 1976 (12) trouvé à Paso Borja. (RS). Ici, à Vista Alegre, 

le No 2 au niveau de la route correspond aux schistes de l‟Irati (257/265 Ma), corrélables 

avec la Formation Mangrullo en Uruguay. On trouve celle-ci également dans le sondage 

d‟El Aguila au SE d‟Acegua près de la frontière à la base du Tatarien (Elizalde 1973), et 

aussi toujours en Uruguay plus à l‟Ouest d‟Acegua, au sondage 221 (9). Ce niveau du toit 

de l‟Irati correspond à une première disparition des espèces animales dont la majeure partie 

des Mesosaurus. 

Dans la palynoflore l‟association trouvée est dominée par Luckisporites virkiae R. Pot 

et Klaus avec Guttulapollenites div.sp. (L. palynoderme norm. Vissher). Les 13 espèces de 

pollens sont accompagnés de Nuskoispotites dulhuntii R. Pot et Klaus, Potonieisporites 

novicus Bharadway (dernière apparition au Permien) et Platysaccus  papillionis R. Pot et 

Klaus. L‟on a aussi entre autres espèces: Taeniaesporites samoilovitchi (Jans) Klaus, 

Striatobieites richteri Klaus et Vittatina subsaccata avec aussi l‟algue Botryococcus. Siegl-

Farkas signale également: Jugasporites delasaucei (R. Potet Klaus) Leschik et 

Klausipollenites schaubergeri (R. Pot et Klaus) Jans. Toutes ces espèces sont connues au 

Tarat (Niger) ou au Gabon (2) avec influence de plus plus marquée avec l‟hémisphère nord 

(zone alpine d‟après Siegl Farkas) jusque dans les Carpathes et la Bulgarie ( S.Yanev 

2000). Au dessus, dans le Tatarien , l‟on observe des «Verrucatosporites », microscopiques 

spores faveolètes de fougères, en nombre croissant vers le sommet de la coupe (2 +4m) et 

surtout dans l‟échantillon No5 (RS) avec Corrisacites alutas et Luckisporites virkkiae; ces 

deux dernières apparaissent dans presque toutes les coupes du Tatarien d‟Amérique du Sud, 

jusqu‟en Amazonie (12), de même qu‟au Gabon (Agoula) et au Niger (Tarat). 15 espèces 

de ce niveau d‟Acegua entre les No 2 (0) et 2 (+. 4) se retrouvent au Niger (2), avec en 

outre Nuskoisporites dulhuntii que l‟on trouve  même à Guadalcanal en Andalousie d‟après 

J. Broutin 1981. Potonieisporites novicus est encore plus cosmopolite au Permien basal. On 

peut l‟observer non seulement au Niger, aussi bien qu‟au Brésil qu‟en Argentine , mais 

aussi dans l‟hémisphère nord, dans l‟Autunien en France ( 2 ,13 ,14). 
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INSECT BIOCHRONOLOGY OF CLASSICAL FRENCH AND GERMAN LATE 

CARBONIFEROUS/EARLY PERMIAN SEQUENCES – LINKS TO THE GLOBAL 

STANDARD PROFILES 

 
SCHNEIDER, J-W., GAND, G., BETHOUX, O. & WERNEBURG, R 

 

For more than one hundred years the biostratigraphy of Euramerian non-marine late 

Palaeozoic deposits was mainly based on palaeobotany. Plant fossils define the classical 

late Carboniferous stages of the so called West European subdivision. But during the last 

decades it was shown that macro- and micro-floras could not deliver synchronous 

boundaries of interregional scale. On the other hand side, floras became increasingly 

important for palaeobiogeography and palaeoclimatology. Meanwhile, insect and 

amphibian biostratigraphy are proven as reliable tools for subdivisions and correlations of 

the Pennsylvanian and Cisuralian. Additionally, biochronological data and isotopic ages are 

cross-checked against each other.  

Sysciophlebia praepilata aus der Grande Couche, Commentry basin (SCHNEIDER 

1983b), , steht S. euglyptica als unmittelbare Vorläuferform sehr nahe. Die Flügel der 

Männchen beider Arten sind nur an geringfügigen Unterschieden in den Farbmustern zu 

unterscheiden, möglicherweise ein Effekt der fließenden Merkmalsentwicklung (s. o.). 

Solange kein weiteres Material für Variabilitätsuntersuchungen männlicher Flügel zur 

Verfügung steht und so lange keine Flügel der Weibchen bekannt sind, wird hier im 

Unterschied zu SCHNEIDER et al. (2005) keine separate praepilata-Zone ausgehalten. Das 

Vorkommen von S. praepilata überdeckt das späte Stefanium B bis möglicherweise frühe 

Stefanium C.  

 

in Commentry kommt zusammen mit S. praepilata sehr häufig Phyloblatta gaudryi 

(AGNUS) vor, in der Sysciophlebia euglyptica - Syscioblatta dohrni-Assemblage-Zone der 

Saale-Senke ist sie seltener; der Fund von Ph. gaudryi durch B. Valois im Graissessac-

Becken bei Lodève im südlichen Französischen Zentralmassiv bestätigt das mit 

Makrofloren ermittelte jüngste Stefanium-Alter des Beckens. 

 

LANGIAUX (1984) bildete auf Fig. 309 und 313 zwei Spiloblattiniden aus dem 

Blanzy-Montceau-Becken des Französischen Zentralmassivs ab, die nach zugesandten 

Originalfotos als männlicher (Fig. 309) und weiblicher (Fig. 313) Vorderflügel von S. 

ilfeldensis bestimmt werden können; sie stammen aus der Montceau-Formation aus dem 

Niveau „à nodules“ und aus dem Übergang zwischen den Niveaus „à nodules“ und „à 

Poissons“; weitere, leider nicht komplette Funde aus der Montceau-Formation (Museum 

Autun) stehen S. dohrni nahe. 

 

S. balteata, Autunium, Asselium, Autun-Becken, Französisches Zentralmassiv, 

Muse-Formation;  

 

- Fragmente von Übergangsformen zwischen S. alligans und Sysciophlebia n. sp. B 

wurden in Tuffiten im Hangenden des Lien Vert Tuff-Horizontes der höheren Buxières-

Formation, oberes Autunium, des Bourbon l´Archambault-Beckens im französischen 

Zentralmassiv gefunden (SCHNEIDER & KAULFUSS 2004). 
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THE AUTUNIAN OF AUTUN: WILL IT REMAIN A REFERENCE FOR THE 

EARLY PERMIAN CONTINENTAL DEPOSITS IN EUROPE? 

 
L'Autunien d'Autun reste-t-il une référence pour les dépôts continentaux du 

Permien inférieur d'Europe . Apport des données paléobotaniques 

 
BROUTIN JEAN, CHATEAUNEUF, JEAN-JACQUES, GALTIER JEAN & RONCHI 

AUSONIO 

 
Extended abstract (reproduced from the paper published in Géologie de la 

france, 2, 1999 : 17-31) 

 
Mayer-Aymar (1881) was the first to consider the oil-shale-bearing sedimentary 

deposits of the Autun Basin as representing the type succession of a stage that he named 
'Autunien '; the currently accepted appellation of 'Autunian' was introduced by Bergeron 
(1889). The succession, which overlies the Stephanian at Epinac and is unconformably 
overlain by the Triassic of Curgy Hill, comprises sandstone and carbonated or 
carbonaceous argillite with many oil-shale bands. Over a century of coal and oil-shale 
mining in the Autun Basin and recent mapping surveys have provided a large amount of 
paleontological material on the basis of which it has been possible to draw up detailed 
stratigraphic sections of the Carboniferous and Permian successions. A refinement and a 
review have recently been published concerning this sedimentological and stratigraphic 
work (Marteau and Feys in Chateauneauf and Farjanel, 1989; Chateauneufet al., 1992a, b). 

The 'Autunian' stage, considered as comprising continental facies corresponding to 
the marine Artinskian deposits, was defined by Munier-Chalmas and de Lapparent (1893). 

Since the 19th Century, the exceptional fauna and flora of the Autun Basin have been 
used by numerous stratigraphers and paleontologists for biostratigraphic interpretation. 
Based on comparison between the floral content of the studied Permian successions and the 
associations of the Autun Basin, the 'Autunian' stage was introduced to stratigraphic 
nomenclature, despite the poor quality of the stratotype (poor outcrop conditions; 
difficulties in establishing the lower and upper lithological and paleontological boundaries; 
lack of continuous complete sections). 

Data on the paleoflora dating back to the last century (Roche, 1880; Grand'Eury, 
1877, Zeiller, 1890; Renault, 1893-1896) have been revised by the authors and are 
summarized in three tables: plant imprints (Table la, b), silicified plants (Table 2), and 
spores and pollen (Table 3a, b). About 178 macroremains 'species ' and 109 spore and 
pollen 'species' have been recorded. 

The stratigraphic distribution and evolution of this flora during Stephanian and 
Permian times is largely debated from both a qualitative and quantitative standpoint, 
particularly for the transition successions between these two periods (Fig.4). 

Equivalents of these associations have been recognized by biostratigraphers in 
continental domains throughout Europe, from the 1berian Peninsula to the Urals (Fig. 5). 

In 1920 Patac recorded the presence of 'Callipteris' conferta and Walchia spp. in the 
Pola de Siera region of the Cantabrian Cordillera. Callipterids-bearing paleoflora was later 
described in the Iberian Cordillera and Central System (Sopeiia, 1979), and also along the 
southern boundary of the Iberian meseta (Broutin, 1986). The same 'Autunian' associations 
have been recognized in northern Switzerland (Hochuli, 1985), Saar-Nahe (many 
publications on the correlation between the Unter-Rotliegende and Autun successions) and 
Thuringia, where complete reference successions contain a rich flora and fauna including 
the Autunia and Walchia-bearing associations described at Autun. An excellent summary 
of this work is given in Andreas and Haubold (1975). 

Farther east, in Saxony, the Dohlener and Erzgebirgisches formations contain a 
similar flora to that of the Surmoulin and Millery beds of the Autun Basin. ln Bohemia and 
Moravia, the Chvalec Formation (Holub, 1972, 1977) and the Rudnik and Háje horizons 
(Rieger, 1968; Simunek and Drabkova, 1997) have yielded a comparable flora that is also 
found farther south in the Moravia intra-montane basins (Blanice and Boskovice) and on 
the other side of the Polish border (Jerzykiewicz, 1987; Lipiarski, 1971). In upper Silesia 
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and Pomerania, Autunia and Walchia-bearing macroflora and pollen associations 
dominated by 'monosaccates' have also been correlated with those in the 'Autunian' of the 
Autun Basin. They are also present in the Donetz and Urals basins in sediments containing 
interbeds with marine fauna.. 

More recently, doctoral research carried out by one of us (A.R.) has demonstrated the 
presence of macro and micro-floral assemblages in the Lower Permian of Sardinia that are 
remarkably similar to the associations defined in the Autun Basin (Ronchi et al., 1998; 
Barca et al., 1991). The paleogeographic zone enclosing signijicant 'Autunian' flora is thus 
extended towards the southeast'Mediterranean' zone. 

Although the isolated occurrence of Walchia and Autunia genera and of the pollen 
Potonieisporites in a sediment is not sufficient to assign it to the Early Permian or 
'Autunian', thus accurately situating the Carboniferous to Permian transition, the 
quantitative evolution of this flora is fairly characteristic, reflecting a progressive change 
over this geological period from a palustrine and humid environment to a drier and/or 
higher environment. This evolution was widespread and more or less concomitant 
throughout Europe. 

In conclusion, it must be pointed out that many authors are opposed to the use of 
'Autunian' as an Early Permian stage because of the poor quality of the Autun stratotype 
outcrops. We nevertheless consider that most of the numerous published references to the 
'Autunian' paleoflora of the Autun Basin are valid. ln the absence of a substitute 
parastratotype, we propose that the 'Autunian' biostratigraphic content of the Autun Basin 
continues to be considered as characteristic of the continental Early Permian from the 
Latest Ghzelian to the Early Sakmarian (-296 to -286 Ma). A geologically more 
complete stratotype containing an equivaient biostratigraphic suite should be looked for in 
the continental domain. 
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TOWARDS A EUROPEAN LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC SCHEME FOR THE LATE 

PALAEOZOIC CONTINENTAL DEPOSITS – A DISCUSSION 
 

SCHNEIDER, J W & GAND, G 

 

With increasing chronostratigraphic data, delivered by biostratigraphy and isotopic 

ages, some confusion in the use of terms as Ober-Karbon and Unter-Rotliegend or 

Stephanian and Autunian could be clarified. Neither Ober-Karbon (in the traditional 

German sense) or Stephanian nor Unter-Rotliegend or Autunian correlate with the late 

Pennsylvanian or the early Permian. If the actual calculations of isotopic ages are correct, 

the C/P boundary of the global scale is situated in the late Stephanian. To prevent further 

confusion and misunderstandings, the Stephanien and Autunien as well as the Unter-

Rotliegend could be defined as interregional correlative lithostratigraphical units, which are 

bounded by tectonical events (Asturian, Frankonian and Saalian movements). These units 

comprise typical floral associations. As a part of their lithological content, these floras 

could be used to characterize those units. This approach is well in agreement with the 

“International Stratigraphic Guide” (1994, p. 31-35) of the International Subcommission on 

Stratigraphic Classification of the IUGS. In this way, Autunien and Unter-Rotliegend will 

became real synonyms as well as useful lithostratigraphic terms in a European context. To 

prevent confusion with formal stages, for the spelling of this lithostratigraphic terms the 

ending “-ien” (as in France) should be used instead of “-ian” as in Germany and some 

other countries. Based on the synthesis of biochronological data and isotopic ages these 

units could be correlated with the international global scale with increasing efforts. 

In Germany, the Rotliegend is accepted as a formal group, forming together with the 

Zechstein group the Dyas supergroup. Informally, the German Rotliegend is subdivided 

into the Lower Rotliegend (equivalent to the Autunien) and the Upper Rotliegend I and II 

(both together equivalent to the Saxonien). Possibly a twofold or threefold subdivision in 

Autunien, Saxonien (or better ? Lodevien) and a up to now unnamed unit for the 

Rotliegend in the North German basin (Southern Permian basin) as well as the Zechstein or 

Thuringien will be useful for a trans-European lithostratigraphic schema.  

Because of the fact, that the most complete stratigraphic record of the Carboniferous 

and Permian exist in French and German basins, stratigraphers of both this countries could 

develop those trans-European lithostratigraphic schema in cooperation with her neighbours.   

 




